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Within the context of its multi-annual Framework Programmes, the European Commission has made significant 

investments to support R&D in Grids (Unit F2) and Global Computing (FET Unit), addressing a wide array of 

technologies and research issues such as service oriented architectures, resource virtualisation, peer-to-peer 

computing, security, architectures and algorithms for overlay computers. Numerous projects in the areas of 

global computing, Grid technologies and situated and autonomic communication are underway. 

 

The objective of the workshop was to provide a direct gateway facilitating interactions between the different 

communities, in particular through exchange of views and ideas on technologies and research challenges in the 

broad area of open and distributed systems. Building on the vision and excellence of running projects in the area 

of global computing, Grids and autonomic communication technologies, this workshop was to be leading to the 

identification of concrete opportunities for future exploitation and opening new scientific perspectives in 

research. 

 

The main focus of the talks was on identifying opportunities for information exchange between projects, and 

more concretely: 

 

• What are the missing technologies (in a project or in industry in general) that other running initiatives 

could provide 

• What are the technologies requiring, or subject to, specific transfer (from upstream to applied research, or 

from applied research towards exploitation) 

• What are the respective merits of the approach of one project as compared to the others in a given area: 

benchmarking of best practices 

• What are the possible areas of common interest calling for future collaboration between the different 

disciplines and/or projects involved. 

 

The workshop was open and no registration fee was required. However the number of participants was limited to 

70 due to the size of the meeting room.  

  

Scientific Contacts:  

 

• Thierry Priol (INRIA / CoreGRID) 

• Rocco de Nicola (Universita di Firenze)  

• Antonio Manzalini (Telecom Italia) 

  

European Commission Representatives 

 

• Franco Accordino 

• Wide Hogenhout 

 

 

 

 



Project consultation meeting 

Bridging Global Computing with Grid (BIGG) 

November 28-29, 2006, Sophia Antipolis, France 

 

AGENDA 

 

 

 

Tuesday 28th November (afternoon)  

 

14h00  Meeting start 

 

Welcome by representative(s) from EC. 

Introduction about Grid by Thierry Priol (INRIA). 

Introduction about Autonomic Communication Elements by Antonio Manzalini 

(Telecom Italia). 

Introduction about Global Computing by Rocco De Nicola (Univ. Firenze).  

15h45 - 16h15 Break 

 

Discussion about common drivers and research themes aiming at identifying 

bottlenecks and requirements that are needed to create synergy amongst the two 

areas. 

17.00  Meeting end 

 

 

Wednesday 29th November 

 

Two parallel sessions 

Parallel Session 1: Security and dependability 

Moderator: Gilles Barthe (INRIA) 

Speaker: Diego Latella  (ISTI-CNR)  

Speaker: Alvaro Arenas (CCLRC) 8h30 - 9h45 

Parallel Session 2: Service oriented architectures / computing 

Moderator: Michael Fehse (T-Systems) 

Speaker: Corrado Moiso  (Telecom Italia) 

Speaker: José Fiadeiro  (Univ. Leicester) 

Two parallel sessions 

Parallel Session 3: Scheduling and monitoring 

Moderator: Jarek Nabrzyski (PSNC) 

Speaker: Stefano Leonardi (Univ. di Roma "La Sapienza") 

Speaker: Ramin Yahyapour (CoreGRID Institute leader / Univ. Dortmund) 9h45 - 11h00 

Parallel Session 4: Data management 

Moderator: Domenico Talia (CoreGRID Institute leader / Univ. Calabria) 

Speaker: Evaggelia Pitoura (Univ. of Ioannina) 

Speaker: Vladimir Vlassov (KTH)  

11h00 - 11h30 Break 



Two parallel sessions 

Parallel Session 5: Mobility 

Moderator: Dora Varvarigou (NTUA) 

Speaker: Nobuko Yoshida (Imperial College) 

Speaker: Victor Villagra (UPM) 11h30 - 12h45 

Parallel Session 6: Programming models 

Moderator: Mike Fisher (BT) 

Speaker: Ugo Montanari (Univ. of Pisa) 

Speaker: Marco Danelutto (CoreGRID Institute leader / Univ. of Pisa) 

12h45 - 14h30 Lunch 

Two parallel sessions 

Parallel Session 7: Scalability 

Moderator: Vladimiro Sassone (Sussex Univ.) 

Speaker: Thilo Kielmann (Vrije Universiteit) 
14h30 - 15h45 

Parallel Session 8: Autonomicity 

Moderator: Peter Deussen (FhG Fokus) 

Speaker: Ioannis Stavrakakis (Univ. of Athens) 

Speaker: Françoise Baude (INRIA/University of Nice) 

15h45 – 16h00 Break 

16h00 - 16h15 Wrap-up session 
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Project consultation meeting 

Bridging Global Computing with Grid (BIGG) 

November 28-29, 2006, Sophia Antipolis, France 

 

 

MINUTES 
 

 
 

 

Session on Security and Dependability 

 

The session was moderated by Gilles Barthe (INRIA), and included presentations from Alvaro 

Arenas (CCLRC) and Diego Latella (CNR). 

 

The evolution of global computers and Grids towards complex distributed systems that 

support seamless access to located services and knowledge simultaneously introduces new 

security and dependability needs (confidentiality and integrity of information and 

communications, privacy, quality of service, etc.) and new performance and dependability 

challenges as well as new threats (unpredictability of communication delays and fault 

distribution, uncertainties concerning resource availability and distribution, distributed denial-

of-service attacks, attacks on resource discovery mechanisms, etc) that are only partially 

addressed by existing architectures. 

 

Guaranteeing security and dependability of Grids and global computers is a complex process 

that involves careful engineering and requires significant scientific advances in several 

directions: 

 

• the design of computational models for the Grid and for global computers, which is an 

important goal for a rigorous, formal, characterization of performance, security an 

dependability goals, as well as the formal analysis of related attributes, especially in 

terms of resource policies; 

• the conception of expressive frameworks that support formal reasoning about 

dependability and security across different domains and resources, and the realization 

of these frameworks in trust mechanisms that underlie Grid trustworthyness; 

• the usage of effective verification tools for the automated analysis of realistic 

performance and dependability attributes and security policies that incorporate 

quantitative concerns and integrate uncertainty. 

 

Both the global computing and Grid computing communities have achieved significant 

successes in isolation towards the emergence of appropriate security and dependable 

architectures. The convergence of both communities towards the design of novel architectures 

for the next generation of ICT systems (large-scale, distributed, etc) offers exciting scientific 

opportunities and shall help leveraging state-of-the-art solutions to achieve sustainable trust, 

security and dependability for Grids/global computers. 
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Session on Service Oriented Architectures / Computing 

 

The session was moderated by Michael Fehse (T-Systems), and included presentations from Corrado 

Moiso (Telecom Italia) and José Fiadeiro (University of Leicester). 

 

Corrado Moiso - SOA for Telco Service Layer 

 

• Today most providers have vertical service platforms for services like SMS/MMS, 

voice, etc. implies redundance of many functions. 

• Way to horizontal service architectures: (logical) decoupling of execution 

environment (services) from the enablers (shared among all entities by means of 

public interfaces 

• Resulting SOA includes SOA bus, other buzz-words: policy enforcement, identity 

management 

• Service composition and execution: composed service logic (orchestrator) exists: 

enforces policies on WS execution (via SOA bus); usage of message interaction 

patterns; 

• Trends in standardisation: 3GPP, Liberty Alliance, OMA (Policy Enforcement 

Management): policy on interception & invocation 

• Why SOA now? 

o technology and products gain maturity 

o gap between telcos and it is reduced  + service layer complement to existing 

frameworks 

o ...  

• Open issues: 

o co-existence of standards is difficult to understand (and implement 

accordingly) 

o very complex and heavy-weight (consider REST instead)  

o difficulty to define policies on service sessions (dynamicity)  

o dynamic orchestration / service management  

o identity handling: forwarding, delegate, privacy, ... in case of 

component/composed services 

• Autonomic features in SOA? 

o distributed, self-reconfigurable executing platforms  

o autonomic decisions on message forwarding on the SOA bus 

o self-CHOP SOA management 

 

Discussion: 

 

Question: Are WSs enough? Why is NESSI so much relying on WSs?  

Answer: Too early to judge that, depends on future proposals.  

Comment (Fehse): SOA is not only a software architecture. 

Comment (Moiso): Wanted to stress that WS is what currently is used as synonym to SOA, 

but that is not true and not enough. 

Comment (Fehse): The SOKU vision and its relation to WSs. 
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José Fiadeiro - SENSORIA - Software engineering for service-oriented overlay 

computers 

 

• Focus: language for service description and composition 

• Basis: WSs, ORC, archit. modelling of mobile and distributed systems, service 

component archit. 

• SRML: primitives for composite services (interactions among elementary service 

components)  

o invocation by external parties 

• Composite service modelled as module: provides interf. (business protocols), requires 

interfaces (business protocols), components (business roles), wires to vonnect 

(interaction protocols) 

• SRML includes also SLA attributes and statements; deduction-based model of 

discovery; abstraction of business roles from bpel components 

 

Discussion: 

 

Comment (Fiadeiro): SRML can be used to model processes for different domains. 

Comment (Fehse): Make it simpler to use and sell, produce tools. 

Question: Separation of modelling & programming is advocated by SRML, but is the 

separation really possible? 

Answer: Language is independent of the platform deployed, implementers can change the 

instances without affecting the model. 

Comment: To guarantee proper execution of a module at runtime, it will be necessary to 

have a notion of the model at runtime.  

Answer (Fiadeiro): Yes, and the challenge are to find out what is necessary at runtime to 

guarantee that. 
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Session on Scheduling and Monitoring 

 

The session was moderated by Jarek Nabrzyski (PSNC), and included presentations from 

Stefano Leonardi (Univ. Di Roma "La Sapienza") and Ramin Yahyapour (CoreGRID Institute 

leader / University of Dortmund). 

 

The session started with introduction from the moderator. In the introduction Jarek pointed 

out, that monitoring and scheduling in large scale distributed systems, such as Grids and GC 

always go together and scheduling is as good as the monitoring information the scheduler 

possesses.  

 

In the first regular talk we had a pleasure to listen to Ramin Yahyapour. He mentioned, that in 

Grid scheduling we are still missing good, smart management tools. Features like self-* are 

not yet there. Then Ramin listed general challenges in Grid scheduling. Here we name just 

few of them: 

• We have arbitrary numbers of resources, arbitrary types of resources, we have 

different access policies, we interact between different companies, organizations, 

etc… We are not good in doing that, especially at mapping the access policies. I 

would like to charge for using my resources“, says Ramin, but we do not have right 

services to do it. Many people work on this, but still we are not there.  

• We are not good enough in scalability. What about infrastructure with millions of 

nodes. (see the new Intel roadmap). We will have thousands of nodes in a single frame 

in the future. How we will manage all these resources? Autonomic management tools 

are needed.   

• Brokerage, resource management, job management. It is all about the same. We do not 

have sufficient theoretical basis on the issues. We do not also have technical 

foundations to efficiently work on these in real environments. 

• If we look at scheduling, Ramin says that there are many topics that we need to 

address: 

o Interoperability convergence (in the future we will still have gLite, Globus, etc.) 

but there is a need for interoperability. How do I connect to all these services?  

o We need common information models. 

o We need to have general interfaces to facilitate schedulers.  

o We will live with many schedulers, complex infrastructures allowing collaborating 

users from different VOs.  Scheduler interoperability and inter-scheduler protocols 

are needed.  

o Accounting. 

o Common way to model my infrastructure (applications, workflows, resources etc.) 

o Interoperability, standardisation is important. OGF, W3C, OASIS, … 

o Monitoring: what is the state of my environment. Also I want to monitor my 

application, not only resources.  What, if job is not performing well. Is it disk, 

memory, network? What do all the parameters mean to me? What is the reason 

that something is not responding in the required way?  

o Smart reasoning and smart reaction (probably support).  

o Workflows. Very important, different meaning in computational and business 

scenarios.  

o Optimization, multicriteria optimization, market economic scheduling, etc. 

o SLA management. Resource/service reservation. The problem is how to do it. 

Automatically manage the SLA. Thousands of resource brings thousands of SLAs. 

But if you have thousands of them, what can you do?  
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So, there are many research areas. How to create utility and how to make this 

utility dependable.  

 

Questions after Ramin Yahyapour's talk: 

 

Question: It is important to mention enterprise Grids (EG), but do we have a good view on 

these? Enterprises usually do not open up with their infrastructures.  

Answer (Yahyapour): There are many different EG, but this is right, it is hard to say, what 

they are like. To know it better, work with industry, sing NDAs, etc. 

Question: What is in your opinion the future of resource management in the peer-to-peer 

style. Are there intelligent systems in terms of scheduling?  

Answer (Yahyapour): Of course. If we have millions of resources, then you will need 

intelligent schedulers. Knowledge-based schedulers. Peer-to-peer is the solution. 

Comment: I appreciate the talk very much. If the jobs are less interactive, long jobs, 

optimization is pretty good. The problem becomes more difficult when management itself 

is complex, comparing to job runtime. So, the trade-off is important.  

Comment (Yahyapour): I agree. But the problems we want to solve are larger. We talk 

about scheduling millions of jobs. Multicriteria problems need to be applied.  

 

Then we followed with Stefano Leonardi's talk. 

Monitoring of large-scale complex information systems. What is the main challenge what are 

the biggest research problems? (see the presentation for details).  

 

Questions after Stefano Leonardi's talk: 

 

Question: On your experience, in the future when we will see huge ecosystems composed 

of services, etc. then the efficient searching of services to serve you is a mandatory tasks. 

Will approaches à la google be able to solve the problem?  

Answer (Leonardi): Page ranking is a reputation mechanism. It seems to work quite well. 

Google has basic weakness: it is completely centralised. It is going to change. Hopefully.  

Question: Trust. It is important. People are more and more giving away their personal 

information. But there are many new users, etc. How I can trust in such situations? 

Answer: A lot you can get from the components behaviour. You just monitor their 

behavior, but you need knowledge to reason upon this. 

 

Jarek Nabrzyski summarized. He asked the question to whole audience, what are the forums 

for standardization, information exchange etc. in the Global Computing world. It appears 

there is not too much. Some conference is now being organized… 

For Grids there is OGF, CoreGRID, concertation meetings. It would be good to have 

something like BIGG being continued to work together, since many problems are very 

similar, if not the same. 
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Session on Data Management 

 

The session was moderated by Domenico Talia (CoreGRID Institute leader / University of 

Calabria), and included presentations from Evaggelia Pitoura (University of Ioannina) and 

Vladimir Vlassov (KTH). 

  

• Session Introduction: Distributed Data Management (P2P, Grids, Global Computing 

systems) 

• Objectives of the session: discuss R&D issues in Data Management in Grids and 

Global Computing scenarios.   

• Introduction to the CoreGRID KDM Institute. 

 

Evaggelia Pitoura - Data Routes within Grids, through the Globe 

 

• Title: Data Routes within Grids through the Globe 

• Outline: why “data” management? Data management in Grids and Global computing. 

Activities in the Global Computing FET Initiative. 

• DBGlobe project: data-centric and service-oriented approach to global computing; 

extend databases from small-scale distribution to a global scale, extend query 

languages. 

• AEOLUS project: The goal of Aeolus is to investigate the principles and develop the 

algorithmic methods for building such an overlay computer that enables this efficient 

and transparent access to the resources of an Internet-based global computer. 

• Grids vs Global Computing: Global computing original focus on general 

computational tasks on small devices on the edge of the internet; Grid computing is 

more on scientific applications. 

• Data management in Grids is more deterministic, efficient, trusted, based on 

standards. 

• Data management in global computing is best effort. 

• Equivalences: overlay (global computing) == dynamic virtual organization (Grid) 

• Achieving high quality of data and quality of service. 

• Commonalities and differences between Grids and global computing (mainly on data 

management). Things that can be ported from global computing to Grid and vice-

versa. Grids -> global computing: security, standards, middleware… Global 

computing Grids -> fine grain nodes, scalability, ...  

 

Questions: 

 

Question: Grid computing is moving toward general applications (not only scientific 

computing) and so to global computing? Grid computing is also moving towards P2P, how 

this relates with data management?  

Answer (Pitoura): P2P can be seen as an example of global computing.  

Question: which relation between overlay (global computing) and virtual organizations 

(Grids)? 

Answer (Pitoura): They are very similar. 

 

Vladimir Vlassov - Scalable Peer-Group Services in Grids 

 

• Title: GODS: Global Observatory for Distributed Systems.  

• Data management in Grids often is intended as OGSA-DAI, GridFTP, etc. 
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• Most important issues: provide convenient abstractions (APIs) and efficiency (e.g., 

OGSA-DAI is slow); 

• Vladimir focuses on efficiency: in particular using P2P because it scales and it can 

manage groups. Unstructured and structured systems. Self-organization. 

• Project GODS 

o Goal: a service architecture that is a framework for building large-scale self 

managing distributed applications 

o Uses of GODS: 1) deployment and evaluation of large-scale distributed 

systems; 2) WAN emulation  

o Examples of prototypes based on the DKS P2P middleware: replica 

management framework; Ant Mechanism for Replica Placement; P2P File 

System; MyriadStore: A P2P Backup Storage 

 

Questions: 

 

Question: what is missing about dynamism management in Grids? 

Answer (Vlassov): Self-management.  

Question: is dynamism mainly related to resources or interfaces? 

Answer (Vlassov): Mainly to Resources. 

Question: What about the policy used for replica management? 

Answer (Vlassov): Locate the first replica. 

 

Conclusions: 

 

As Grids shift toward wireless, small devices, (fine grain), they should take solutions from 

P2P and Global computing models. 

There are commonalities between PGlobal Computing and Grids. Some difference is in 

expectation (people expects more from Grids: reliability, security, etc…); this difference in 

expectation arises also from the different applications are performed on Grids and P2P. Data 

management is an area were Grid and Global computing research activities may have 

synergies and joint effort can be envisioned. 
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Session on Mobility  

 

The session was moderated by Theodora Varvarigou (NTUA), and included presentations 

from Nobuko Yoshida (Imperial College) and Victor Villagra (UPM).  

 

1. Introduction 

Global Computing involves the provision of global infrastructures and general purpose 

computer systems for addressing the needs of a distributed world such as collaborative 

environments with resource sharing, Internet commerce, or Ambient Intelligence. On the 

other hand, Grid research concerns mainly a range of middleware technologies intended to 

support resource sharing between groups of computers. These two computing paradigms have 

a potentiality to converge addressing a set of specific challenges. The session has involved 

two presentations, one by Nobuko Yoshida (Imperial College) and one by Victor Villagra 

(UPM). The topics that have been addressed in the scope of the “Mobility issues” session are 

presented in the sequel. 

 

2. What means ‘mobility’? 

We need a platform that should address mobility issues by means of enabling both fixed and 

mobile users to have access to both fixed and mobile resources, utilising transparently and 

efficiently the underlying technologies. Nomadic users move around between different 

terminals and ask session movement (user mobility). For example, a user can open a session 

on a workstation at his office and then ask its movement to a personal computer at home. 

Roaming users, instead, moving around with their own wireless devices, want to continue 

their sessions when they cross different localities, as it happens today in cell phones 

telecommunications (terminal mobility). Another kind of mobility is the service mobility, 

which is meant as the ability of the infrastructure to maintain the services for a user while he 

is mobile. These services should be independent from the devices and from the location of the 

user with respect to the network he is accessing. 

 

3. Proof Carrying Code 

There are some theoretical well-founded technologies for mobility and security such as 

Types, Logics, Secure Information Flow, Certificates, Resource and Alias Controls, 

Distributed Proof Carrying Codes (PCC). However there are the continuous questions on: i) 

how to understand the mobile behavior in a systematic manner? ii) what is this abstract 

(mathematical) entity called mobility? iii) how can we formally specify/describe/control its 

mobile behavior of a given system or software? iv) how can we design and develop an 

efficient distributed PCC in order to address more complex scenarios? 

 

4. Orchestration vs Choreography 

It is important to identify the key concepts that will enable the execution of aggregated 

services within the business workflows as well as their advantages and disadvantages for all 

cases. The distinction between orchestration and choreography lies on the fact that in the 

former we have a centrally coordinated set of services that are combined together for the 

provision of the final service to the user, while on the latter (in comparison to a dancing floor) 

the services are self-managed and without a central control but of course following a specific 

predetermined set of actions.  

 

5. Engineering the protocols 

Protocol stacks need to be engineered to allow the convergence of global computing with 

Grid. The provision of Grid services should be integrated with the networking protocols stack, 
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form the application layer (SOAP, SIP) to the network layer (IPv6 and MIPv6) or even MAC 

sub-layer for supporting efficiently also the ad hoc topologies. In ad hoc networks the routing 

protocols must minimize the time required to converge after the topology changes and to meet 

the QoS requirements. Moreover, efficient scheduling of tasks execution in Grids should be 

aware of the routing algorithms in order to apply optimized execution plans and meet 

efficiency in the business operation. 

 

6. Service Discovery 

Seamless location of the services (and of the most suitable for each case) is the key concept in 

Grids. Proactiveness in locating and allocating the services can help not only for the viability 

of a system but also to its performance in reducing traffic and maximize its throughput. Zone 

based and track based service discovery for ad hoc Grids are promising future research 

issues. Network partition happens when several parts of the ad hoc network get disconnected 

completely due to terminal mobility.  Replication of services, redundancy in service 

containers and prediction of future partitioning occurrences (based on behavioral patterns) are 

approaches that are promising for tackling these problems. 
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Session on Programming Models 

 

The session was moderated by Mike Fisher (BT), and included presentations from Ugo 

Montanari (University of Pisa) and Marco Danelutto (CoreGRID Institute leader / University 

of Pisa).  

 

Mike Fisher introduced the session with a number of issues relating to programming models 

for future global computing systems. These included the need to support a wide range of 

"programmers" - not all of whom will be experts at building distributed systems. 

Programming for an inherently shared and variable environment will present some new 

problems as will the requirement to support predictability of non-functional properties of 

applications. 

 

Prof Ugo Montanari talked in terms of models of computation. Different models are required 

for different aspects of system design, eventually going down to programming models. 

Models of computation are useful for PL design and formal semantics, formal methods and 

verification and software architectures. Global computing and Grid must deal with 

distribution, concurrency, network awareness, mobility and security. Existing models are 

often inadequate in these areas. A number of interesting approaches were described. Session-

based calculus appears promising. Committed negotiation could also play a useful role. 

Approaches based on constraint programming were also introduced. There was some 

discussion on the scalability of formal methods such as those described. There are two aspects 

to this question - complexity of the modelling approach itself and complexity of executing 

tools. Both of these need to be considered and in practice it may be better to accept the 

possibility of failures in large systems. This puts responsibility on designers who will need to 

engineer systems intelligently. This may result in a further change in the skill levels required 

in programmers. It is hoped that low-level aspects may be done in compilers. Programmers 

might then be replaced by a smaller number of higher-level designers or system architects, 

supported by a range of formal and engineering tools. 

 

Prof Marco Danelutto then gave a presentation focusing on different perspectives on Grid 

computing. Different programming levels are needed with appropriate features for different 

kinds of user or programmer. In current Grids, an application programmer needs to deal with 

many resource-related issues that are not part of their application's functionality. Layered 

abstraction could be a useful approach, with each layer dealing with a separate set of issues. 

Tools could lead a programmer through a set of questions at each level, making decisions 

relevant only to the current level. Pre-built skeletons, templates or patterns making use of 

optimised lower-level capabilities developed by specialist system-level programmers should 

be made available so that people can produce applications with well-defined standard designs. 

Infrastructure could be optimised to support standard application patterns efficiently. 

There was some discussion about the distinction between Global Computing and Grid. It was 

agreed that they are broadly concerned with the same issues but that global computing people 

are more interested in software design at all levels and less concerned with efficiency. Global 

computing may also take a more general view of services than Grid, which tends to focus on 

web services. 

 

While the value of a service-oriented approach was widely recognised, it must not be seen as 

a panacea. Complexity is inevitable in large distributed systems and we are aiming to hide as 

much of this complexity as possible from the application programmers. However, we may 

just be moving the complexity elsewhere. It is hoped that tools can help manage it but serious 
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issues will remain. The role of Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) was discussed. This 

looks like an attractive approach. In Global Computing, it is desirable to express desired 

behaviour in a similar language to protocol specification. A goal is to compile executable 

code and have some way of guaranteeing conformance between specification and executable. 

In practical systems, islands of formality where behaviour is well understood, could be linked 

with areas that are less formally understood. The guarantees available in the formal islands 

could be a considerable help to a system designer. Engineering expertise will be needed to 

connect them. AOP should be able to help in this sort of composition. 
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Session on Autonomicity 

 

The session was moderated by Peter Deussen (FhG Fokus), and included presentations from 

Ioannis Stavrakakis (University of Athens) and Françoise Baude (INRIA / University of Nice). 

 

Autonomicity - Autonomic Systems 

 

Started with self-management - initially IBM in 2001 

 

Ioannis Stavrakakis - Self-preservation in Autonomic Networking 

 

• Autonomicity from TELCOs perspective - reducing management complexity - a 

myth? 

 

• Autonomic Communication Elements (ACE) 

 

• Three major types of networking systems 

 

Questions: 

 

Question: Selfishness - do you have time to assess and react?  

Answer: Selfishness is there by definition - it looks as dynamic properties/support are not 

needed for this type of systems? 

 

Francoise Baude - Autonomous Services Feedback 

 

• Autonomicity: from adaptivity to evolution 

 

• ASSIST supercomponents hierarchy 

 

• Fractal composite components 

 

• Composition manager / Workflow engine vs decentralized autonomic approach 

 

• AutoMate - M. Parashar @ Rutgers U. 

 

• BIONETS project's vision 

 

Questions: 

 

Question: Is there a way to express QoS?  

Answer: Yes, using a time-out different actions can be taken. This can be regulated by 

appropriate SLA. 

Question: Communication systems are appendix to the services?  

Answer: This is specific to the BIONETS project where there is no direct access to 

Internet. 
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Just a concept !

Computing (at large) as utility !
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For which applications ?

e-Science

– Biochemistry

– High-energy physics

– Climate modeling

– Virtual observatory

e-Engineering

– Aircraft optimal design

– Aerospace

– …

Thermal Dynamics
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Mechanics
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Where we come from…

… and where we are going

Parallel 
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        Metacomputer         Grids
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computing resources
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Internet
Internet

The early age of Grid Computing

Grid computing emerged in the end of the 90’s

– An evolution rather than a revolution (from metacomputing)

– Made possible by the Internet and basic research carried out

during the last 20 years in distributed and parallel computing

– Computing as a utility like Electricity

– Targeted for e-Science applications

One concept, several implementations

– Virtual Supercomputer  Internet Computing
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Internet Computing (Desktop Grid)

Principle
– Exploiting unused resources in the

Intranet environments and across
the Internet

Example
– SETI@home

• Search for Extraterrestrial
Intelligence

• 62 Teraflop/s !

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer
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Principle

– Build a virtual supercomputer

– To execute applications remotely

“10 GFlops, EOS data,

20 Mb/sec -- for 20 minutes”

Metacomputing

Directory

Service

GRAMGRAMGRAM

Resource

Broker

Information service :
localisation + selection

Globus

Resource Allocator

Fork

LSF
EASYLL

Condor
etc.

“Which computer ?”

“At what speed ?”

“Availability ?”

“50 processors + storage

  from 10:20 till 10:40 pm”

“20 Mb/sec”

Examples

– Globus

– Legion

– gLite

– Unicore

GRAM

Virtual Supercomputing
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Applications

Core Services
Metacomputing

Directory
Service

GRAM
Globus

Security
Interface

Heartbeat
Monitor

Nexus

Gloperf

Local
Services

LSF

Condor MPI

NQEEasy

TCP

SolarisIrixAIX

UDP

High-level Services and Tools

DUROC globusrunMPI Nimrod/GMPI-IO CC++

GlobusView Testbed Status

GASS

The Globus big picture…

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer
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Grids and standardization

Several projects aiming at designing Grid middleware with their own

API and protocols

– Globus, Legion, Unicore, gLite, …

Needs for standardization

– Interoperability, reusability

Adoption of a Service-oriented architecture (industry standard)

– OGSA based on Grid Services (OGSI) and later on Web

Services (WSRF)

• Form stateless to stateful web service

– And how Grid became a marketing slogan…

Standardization bodies

2001 20062003
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Resources as services

Encapsulation of resources

into services

– Computers, storage,

software, sensors,

visualisation and even

people…

Web services are becoming

the instruction set of Grid

infrastructures

Computers Storage

Internet

Sensors Visualisation

Software

People

WSRF: Grid instruction set

…

<portType name="calcPortType">

 <operation name="add">

  <input message="tns:addRequest"/>

  <output message="tns:addResponse"/>

 </operation>

</portType>

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer
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Service definition

An evolution rather than revolution in software development
methodologies using modular design:

– Object-oriented by inheritance

– Component-oriented by composition

– Service-oriented by coordination/orchestration at runtime

Make the development of distributed applications more « agile » by:

– Specifying an interface contract independent for the
underlying platform (HW, OS, comm. protocol, languages)

– Dynamic discovery and service invocation through messages

– Maintaining its own state (self-contained)

– Loose coupling of services / on-the-fly network binding

– Tolerating evolution at runtime

But service does not mean “Web Service”

– Web Service is just a technology to implement services
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Evolution of the Grid Middleware (Globus)

In
c
re

a
s
e

d
 f
u
n

c
ti
o
n
a
lit

y
,

s
ta

n
d
a
rd

iz
a
ti
o
n

Time

Globus Toolkit

Open Grid

Services Arch

GGF: OGSI, WSRF, …

(leveraging OASIS, W3C, IETF)

Multiple implementations,

including Globus Toolkit

Defacto standards

GGF: GridFTP, GSI

(leveraging IETF)

Custom

solutions

X.509,

LDAP,

FTP, …

Web services

App-specific

Services

1990 1995 2000 2005
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Contents

• The early age of Grid Computing

• Towards Next Generation Grid

• CoreGRID : Towards a European integrated

research community
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NGG Group of Experts

Information provided by a group of independent experts

convened by the European Commission with the objective

to identify potential European Research priorities for Next

Generation Grid(s) 2010 and beyond

Experts are both from Industry and Academia

Enlarge the scope of applications for Grid Technologies

– From e-Science/e-Engineering to e-Business

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer
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Main source of in
spiration for

FP6 Grid Research and beyond

http://www.cordis.lu/ist/grids

                   2005

Future for European Grids: 

GRIDs and Service Oriented 

Knowledge Utilities

Vision and Research 

Directions 

2010 and Beyond

NGG3

G
E
N

E
R

A
T
IO

N

G R I D S

N
E
X
T

                   2004

Requirements and Options for 

European Grids Research 

2005-2010 and Beyond

NGG2

G
E
N

E
R

A
T
IO

N

G R I D S

N
E
X
T

                   2003

European Grid 

Research 2005 – 2010

NGG1

G
E
N

E
R

A
T
IO

N

G R I D S

N
E
X
T

Next Generation Grids Reports
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Next Generation Grid definition

A fully distributed dynamically

reconfigurable scalable solution for

business & science applications, with not

only compute power but also access to

information and knowledge through a

coordinated set of services

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer
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Open

Reliable 
Scalable

Persistent 

Transparent

Person-centric

Pervasive

Secure / trusted 

Standards-based

User

Interface

Grid

Economies

Business

models

Properties

Facilities Models

Virtual 

Organisation

 Systems 
Management 

Co-ord. and 

orchestration

Information representation

Research Themes

Next

Generation

Grid(s)

Next Generation Grids Report 2003:
Identified Research Themes
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NGG1 vision and 

research challenges

Network-

Centric

(Grid)
Operating

Systems

Mobile and 

Embedded 

Grids

Mastering 

Grid 

Complexity

Crisis Management – Pro-active PDA

Research 

Topics

Driving 
Scenarios

Next Generation Grids Report 2004
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! building on existing industry practices, and emerging technologies

! support ecosystems that promote collaboration and self-organization

! towards increased agility, lower TCO, broader availability of services for all

! empowering service providers, integrators and end-consumers of ICT

! (r)evolution of concepts from Web, Grid & Knowledge technologies

! as safe, ease und ubiquitous as existing utilities such as electricity or water

A flexible, powerful and cost-efficient way of building, operating and

evolving IT intensive solutions for business, science and society.

Next Generation Grids Report 2005

Service-Oriented Knowledge Utility (SOKU)
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From Grids to SOKU

Next

Generation

Grids

Software

Technologies

Knowledge

Technologies

Service-

Oriented

Knowledge

Utility

Evolution of 

HPCN

Current

Grids

SOA 

Methodologies 

Autonomic

Computing

Evolution of 

the Web

…

…
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NGG1&NGG2 vision and 

research challenges

Trust and 

Security in

Virtual

Organizations

Semantic 

Technologies

Pervasiveness 

and 

Context 

Awareness 

of Services

Human 

Factors and 

Societal 

Issues

Business/Enterprise - End-User - Manufacturing/Industrial

Research 

Topics

Driving 

Scenarios

Lifecycle 

Management
Adaptability, 

Scalability, 

Dependability

Raising the

Level of

Abstraction

Next Generation Grids Report 2005
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Contents

• The early age of Grid Computing

• Towards Next Generation Grid

• CoreGRID : Towards a European integrated

research community
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Where we are in the Grid House ?

Datamining
Grid

OntoGrid

InteliGridK-WF Grid

data, knowledge,

semantics, mining

KnowArc
Chemomen

tum

A-Ware Sorma

Specific support action Integrated project Network of excellence Specific targeted research project

UniGrids HPC4U

platforms, user

environments

g-Eclipse

Gredia

GridComp

QosCosGrid

Grid4all

Provenance

AssessGridGridTrust

trust, security

Grid services,

business models

ArguGrid
Edutain@

Grid

GridEcon
DegreeGridCoord

Nessi-GridChallengers

supporting the NESSI ETP

& Grid community

CoreGRID

six Research Institutes

NextGRID

service

architecture

Akogrimo

mobile

services

SIMDAT

industrial

simulations

BREIN

agents &

semantics
XtreemOS

Linux based

Grid

operating

system

BeinGrid

business

experiments

international cooperation

EC-Gin

Bridge
GridMap

I-ChingGrid@Asia
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CoreGRID objectives

•  To build a European-wide research laboratory

– To avoid fragmentation of Grid research activities in Europe

– Create the European “Grid Lighthouse” and be seen as such

worldwide

– To achieve integration and sustainability

•  To build solid foundations for GRID and P2P

   technologies

– Both on a methodological basis and a technological basis

– Support medium and long term research activities

•  Achieve and promote scientific and technological

  excellence within & beyond the Grid research

  community

•  Gather and disseminate European research

•  A think-tank for spin-off projects

– EC funded, bilateral projects, international cooperations, …

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer
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CoreGRID Membership

40 partners from 18 Countries (1 from

S. America)

CoreGRID researchers

– Sep 2004: 118 researchers

– Aug 2005: 145 researchers

– 7 researchers left the Network,

34 new ones were included

CoreGRID PhD students

– Sep 2004: 163 PhD students

– Aug 2005: 169 PhD students

– 22 left the Network, 28 new

ones were included

U. Cyprus

INRIA
CNRS

ERCIM

CETIC

UCL

CNR-ISTI

INFN

U. Calabria

U. Pisa

CLPP-BAS

Delft U.

Vrije U.

EPFL

UASF

FhG

FZJ

USTUTT

U. Muenster

UNI DO

U. Passau

ZIB

ICS-FORTH

IC

RAL-CCLRC

U. Belfast

U. Cardiff

U. Manchester

U. Newcastle

U. Wesminster

KTH

SICS

SZTAKI

VTT

U. Coimbra
UPC

Masaryk U.

U. Chile

PSC

CYFRONET
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CoreGRID Grid vision

"A fully distributed, dynamically reconfigurable, scalable and autonomous 

infrastructure to provide location independent, pervasive, reliable, secure 

and efficient access to a coordinated set of services 

encapsulating and virtualizing resources (computing power, 

storage, instruments, data, etc.) in order to generate knowledge"

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer
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A set of well identified research challenges

Knowledge & Data Management

– Handling information/data that are required/produced by a wide range
of diverse processing power

Programming Model

– Making the programming of Grid infrastructures as simple and
transparent as possible

Architectural Issues: Scalability, Dependability, Adaptability

– Designing the next generation Grid middleware

Grid Information, Resource and Monitoring Services

– Scalable information service to implement a service view of the Grid

Resource Management & Scheduling

– Scheduling jobs/applications/tasks/computation within a Grid
environment

Systems, Tools and Environments

– Integrating various middleware, tools and applications for problem
solving
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A Network operated as a European-wide

Research Laboratory

Domenico

Talia

Marco Danelutto Artur Andrzejak

Norbert

Meyer

Ramin

Yahyapour

Vladimir

Getov

Knowledge Data 

Management

Programming 

Model

Grid Information, 

Resource & Workflow 

Monitoring Services

Resource 

Management 

& Scheduling

Systems, Tools 

and EnvironmentsCoreGRID Institutes

Research

Groups

Research

Groups

Research

Groups

Research

Groups

Research

Groups
Research

Groups

Sergei

Gorlatch

Integrated Activities
Pierre

Guisset

Spreading of Excellence

Wolfgang

Ziegler

Collaboration 

Gateway

Architectural Issues: 
Scalability, 

Dependability, 

Adaptability
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CoreGRID European Research Laboratory

• 23 CoreGRID Workshops

• 5,482 visitors on www.coregrid.eu between Jan. and Aug. 2006

• Edition of 4 CoreGRID Springer series

• Publication of 60 CoreGRID Technical Reports

• Dissemination of CoreGRID marketing materials (brochures,
  stand, 2005 annual report, posters…)

• Organisation of scientific and industrial events

• …

“Operated as a European Research Laboratory, CoreGRID is facilitating

the promotion of Europe’s world-class scientific and technological

excellence in order to improve European competitiveness.”
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Global Computers and Global Computing

Global Computer

Programmable open-ended computational infrastructure distributed at
worldwide scale and available globally to provide uniform services with
variable guarantees.

Global Computing

Global Computing refers to computation over a seamless, geographically
distributed network of bounded resources by agents acting with partial
knowledge and no central coordination exploiting their universal scale and
the programmability of their services.
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Global Computers

There are many kinds of Global Computers:

Internet (reliable stream transport);

Virtual Private Networks (privacy and confidentiality);

Web (client/server extended handshake);

Telephone Network (guaranteed QoS);

GRID (sharing of computing power);

Ubiquitous Computing (seamless ubiquitous mobility);

Di!used Computing (minutely di!used computational capacity).
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Global Computers and Global Computing

Three distinguishing features

Global Communication
Di!erent from, e.g., Send/Receive.

Global Computation
Di!erent from, e.g., Remote Procedure Call

Global Data
Di!erent from, e.g., Arrays and Records
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Global Communication

Hardwired communication: Whoever is capable of communication
(holds one end of the wire) is always able to communicate
(send/receive on the wire); unless, of course, something is broken; the
delay is negligible.

Global Communication:The capability to communicate does not mean
being able to communicate.
Wiring is very complicated; even when nothing breaks, things don’t
work, this might be due to:

Congestion (server not reachable),
Obstruction (obstacle for wireless),
Geography (No cell present),
Security (Firewall),
Privacy (No reply),
Physics (Long delays)
. . . .
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Global Computation

How do we embed the features and restrictions of global communication in
a computational model?

It is not possible to use the familiar notion of function call/handshake
and of pointers/references. There are no references that are always
connected to their target, reconnection has to be considered.

It is not a!ordable to have every function call over the network to
block waiting for an answer and we cannot rely on the familiar notion
of symmetric multi–party party (even async) channel communication.
Consensus problems might be not solvable all the time.

The familiar failure models must be abandoned and it cannot be
assumed that every failure leads to an exception. It cannot even be
assumed knowing that a failure happened.
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Global Data

Semi-structured Data (XML) are important as universal standard for
inter-operability of programming languages, databases, e–commerce, . . .

No more arrays/lists, but tree structured data: Many children with
the same label, instead of indexed children, mixture of repeated and
non repeated labels under a node. New flexible type theories are
required based on the e!ects of processes over trees or tree automata.

We cannot rely on uniform structure of data and need to abandon
schemas based on records and disjoint unions and adopt
self–describing data structures, e.g., edge–labeled trees (or graphs).

A target would be a new, uniform, model of data and a new, uniform,
model of computation on the Web, with opportunities for cross
fertilization:

Programming technology to typecheck, navigate, and transform both
dynamic network structures and the semistructured data they contain.
Database technology to search through both dynamic network
structures and the semistructured they contain.
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Merging Global Computers

Overlay Computers

Are abstractions that can be implemented on top of a global
computer to yield yet other global computers.

Represent families of potential, or actual, global computers by
abstracting over common characteristics.

Examples of Overlay Computers

1 resource discovery services (resource sharing in distributed networks);

2 search engines (abstraction of information repository);

3 systems of trusted mobile agents (autonomic, exploratory behaviour);
IPSEC (abstraction of secrecy on IP);

Non-Examples of Overlay Computers

1 Abstractions relying on: synchrony, low latency, limitless bandwidth,

2 Approaches neglecting scalability, security, quality of services.
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Aims of research in Global Computing

Research on Global Computing, started roughly 10 years ago, but built on
40 years of research on concurrent programming, on theories, models and
algorithms for distributed systems, and on networking has had the
following main aims:

identifying the class of global computers making sure that such a
class is not unnecessarily restrictive;

providing both foundational and practical advances on suitably large
classes of global computers;

integrating methods and concepts needed to understand general
principles;

identifying applications that can benefit from the general view and
roam over global computers.

Rocco De Nicola (Firenze) Global Computing BIGG @ Sophia 9 / 29

Clusters in GC1

A: Foundations of networks and large distributed environments:
Algorithmic aspects of distributed systems, dynamic societies of
computational entities.

B: Analysis of Systems and Security:
Formal models and techniques for the specification of GC systems and the
analysis of their behaviour.

C: Languages and programming environments:
Paradigms and tools for programming of GC systems, including the
aspects of mobility, distribution, reconfigurability, security, and trust.

Rocco De Nicola (Firenze) Global Computing BIGG @ Sophia 10 / 29



A: Foundations of Networks and large Distributed

Environments

This cluster was meant to lay the foundations of global computing
infrastructures. Its projects were dealing with issues such as scheduling
algorithms and mechanism design for resource sharing between
autonomously interacting agents, use of type-theoretic approaches for the
specification and verification of distributed computing systems, and other
paradigms related to the reasoning about properties of such systems.

1. Critical Resource Sharing for Cooperation in Complex Systems

CRESSCO: Conducted research on foundational aspects of managing
critical resources (e.g. bandwidth, frequency, energy, processor time) in
GC infrastructures connecting very large numbers of independent, possibly
mobile and selfish agent entities.

Rocco De Nicola (Firenze) Global Computing BIGG @ Sophia 11 / 29

A: Foundations of Networks .... ctd.

2. A Data-Centric Approach to Global Computing

DBGLOBE: Aimed at extending current database technology in order to
address data management requirements in large-scale networks of mobile
entities using a data-centric and service-oriented approach to GC.

3. Foundational Aspects of Global Computing Systems

FLAGS: Had the objective of providing a general set of design principles
and mechanisms facilitating the construction of global computing systems
with autonomous and selfish agents competing for resources.

4. Societies of Computees

SOCS: Investigated computational and logical models for describing,
analyzing, and verifying properties of individual agents as well as of
societies of agents. The main focus was on formal models that identify
core functionalities that the entities need to have in a GC environment.
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B: Analysis of Systems

The focus of this cluster was on the use of formal techniques such as type
theory, proof carrying code, and formal models for trust management in
order to validate system properties such as correctness and security.

1. Dynamic Assembly, Reconfiguration and Type Theory

DART: Developed formalisms and techniques for the modeling of the
temporal dimension of GC systems in order to support arbitrary
interleaving of type-checking, meta-programming, and normal
computational activities while retaining safety.

2. Mobile Resource Guarantees

MRG: Extended the concept of Proof-Carrying Code (PCC) to include
guarantees of resource usage, both in high-level source code, i.e. in a
user-oriented programming language, and in low-level target code, e.g. a
virtual machine’s byte code.
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B: Analysis of Systems ctd.

3. Models and Types for Security in Mobile Distributed Systems

MYTHS: Explored and developed type-based theories of security for
mobile and distributed systems.

4. Proofs of Functionality for Mobile Distributed Systems

PROFUNDIS: Conducted research on formal modelling and verification
techniques to explore key issues such as security protocols, authentication,
access rights and resource managemen. Automatic support for the design
and implementation of such features was provided.

5. Secure Environment for Collaboration among Ubiquitous Roaming
Entities

SECURE: Developed a formal model of security based on the notion of
trust and algorithms for the dynamic and self-configuring management of
trust.
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C: Languages and Programming Environments

This third cluster has used and extended the theoreies developed and/or
considered in the in the other two clusters to come up with software tools
and frameworks for building global computing infrastructures.

1. Architectures for Mobility

AGILE: Explored an UML-based architectural approach to software
engineering for mobile systems based on a uniform mathematical
framework. This includes theoretical foundations as well as pragmatic
techniques for designing mobile computing systems by focusing on
software architecture and corresponding UML models.

2. Design Environments for Global Applications

DEGAS: Proposed methods for deriving models such as process algebras
and performance models from annotated high-level application models in
UML to support the design and implementation of global computing
applications.
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C: Languages and Programming Environments ctd.

3. Mobile Calculi Based on Domains

MIKADO: Developed new formal programming models for global
computing based on the concept of process mobility and the notion of
”domain”. The formal models were used to build new prototype
programming languages and runtime environments to implement new
calculi for GC.

4. Peer-to-Peer Implementation and Theory

PEPITO: Investigated the foundations of scalable distributed computing
based on the peer-to-peer (P2P) computing paradigm. P2P algorithms,
programming language features were explored and a generic,
language-independent distribution platform for P2P computing was
developed.
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Criticisms:

The reviews of the GC1 projects put forward three main general criticisms
that applied to di!erent extents to the di!erent projects:

1 Limited connections to applications, due to limited attention devoted
to everyday practice;

2 Limited development of middleware that hindered the possibility of
validating the quality of the developed frameworks;

3 Lack of an horizontal dimension between the di!erent global
computers.
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Global Computing II

Key aim of GC2 initiative

The aim of the second edition that obviously builds on the first one, is to
reach a substantial integration between theory, systems building and
experimentation.

Long terms expected results

Achieve real, integrated global computing in a wide range of application
scenarios by providing foundational advances on suitably large classes of
global computers, together with the integration of methods, concepts and
tools.

Focus of the research

Focus on common features representing a family of potential or actual
global computers described by appropriate abstractions (overlay
computers) to yield enhanced classes of global computers that are
programmable and computationally complete in their application domain.
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Research Themes for Global Computing

Security

Authentication, privacy, non-repudiation, authentication, anonymity,
secure distributed computation;

Methods and infrastructures for trust, and trust formation and
management;

Resource Usage and Protection of resource bounds (CPU, disk space,
bandwidth, information/application level resources, . . . ).

Computational Models

Models of interaction: cooperation and interoperability;

Components and modularity; wireless devices with limited
computational power, limited availability;

Abstraction mechanisms, programming languages concepts;

Possibility of distribution transparency.
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Research Themes for Global Computing

Network Awareness

Quality of Services;

Autonomy, adaptivity, and self-organization;

Ad hoc assemblies of computees;

Dynamic learning about environment and peers;

Scalability.

Support Tools

Validation and verification;

Algorithmic principles;

Design support and software techniques.
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Mobius : Mobility, Ubiquity, Security

Coordinator INRIA Sophia Antipolis (France)

OBJECTIVES

Establish a security architecture appropriate for global computers:

Adopt a computational model that captures faithfully fundamental
aspects of global computers,

Identify the trust and security requirements of such a model,

Develop on top of the computational model a security framework that
enforces these requirements,

Provide the enabling technologies necessary for implementing the
framework,

Validate the architecture.
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Mobius Technologies and Models

Mobius Computational Models

Very large networks of JVM-enabled devices:

Flexibility and uniformity: aimed at providing a global and uniform
access to services,

Security and heterogeneity: subject to resource and security
constraints

Mobius Basic Technologies

Precision and automation are needed to guarantee applicability and
scalability. Automatic and interactive technologies are combined:

Type systems: E"cient, automatic, but specialized and imprecise.
Used for information flow, resource usage, aliasing.

Program logics: general, precise, but interactive. Used for the
characterization of non-functional properties, of high-level security
policies of component correctness.
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Mobius Security Issues

Securing very large networks of JVM-enabled devices:

Devices are protected individually by means of static and resource
aware enforcement mechanisms,

No sharp distinction between static Trusted Computing Base and
mobile applications,

No central trust authority: trust infrastructures must allow verifiable
evidence (cryptography is not enough),

Expressive security policies and functional specifications.

Security framework with appropriate characteristics based on ideas
from Proof Carrying Code (PCC)

downloaded components come equipped with certificates, i.e.,
condensed and formalized mathematical proofs, which are unforgeable
and straightforward to check.
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AEOLUS: Algorithmic Principles for Building E!cient

Overlay Computers

Coordinator University of Patras (Grece)

OBJECTIVES

To identify and study the important fundamental problems and
functionalities of overlay computing and investigate the related
algorithmic principles and tools for the programmers.

To develop, rigorously analyze, and experimentally validate
algorithmic methods that make functionalities e"cient, scalable,
fault-tolerant, and transparent to heterogeneity.

To provide improved methods for communication and computing
among wireless , possibly mobile, nodes so that they can
transparently become part of larger global computers.

To implement a set of functionalities and integrate them under a
common software platform to provide the basic primitives of an
overlay computer.Rocco De Nicola (Firenze) Global Computing BIGG @ Sophia 24 / 29



AEOLUS: challenges

E"ciency and scalability are fundamental requirements to guarantee
success of global systems. New issues have to be faced due to: Scale,
heterogeneity, high dynamicity, diversity in ownership of resources,
selfishness, untrustworthiness, limited knowledge, fairness vs e"ciency.

Expected Results

Formulation of algorithmic principles for overlay computers aiming at
understanding of the models, designing provably e"cient algorithms,
statements of trade-o!s, impossibility results and lower bounds;

Implementation of functionalities dealing with secure data mining,
distributed trust management, selfishness/maliciousness, coping with
imperfect/partial/uncertain knowledge;

Integration of functionalities into a common platform to serve as the
General-Purpose Programmable Overlay Computer;

Proof-of concept application
Rocco De Nicola (Firenze) Global Computing BIGG @ Sophia 25 / 29

SENSORIA: Software Engineering for Service-Oriented

Overlay Computers

Coordinator LMU Munich (Germany)

OBJECTIVES

To develop a novel comprehensive approach to Engineering of
software systems for Service-Oriented Overlay Computers integrating

foundational theories (process calculi, type theory, stochastic mod.)
techniques, methods and pragmatic of software engineering for services
software tools to support services development, assessment,
deployment and management.

Investigate the impact of the developed approach on a number of
application areas:

e-business,
automotive systems,
e-learning,
telecommunications
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SENSORIA Challenges

E-Services

Selling services has become the biggest growth business in the IT industry.
Service-oriented computing is becoming the driving force behind
innovation in IT-industry. Competitiveness of European industries depends
on early and successful adoption of this new paradigm. . . .
Europe lags behind both in B2B and in B2C (a Microsoft research leader
says that Europe is at least three years dog behind US)

Service Development

Service-Oriented Computing has been addressed by IT industry only
in an ad-hoc and undisciplined way.

Applications have the ability to ”talk” to each other but they do not
”understand” what they are talking about (only syntactic
conformance),

Web service standards have poor semantic foundations
Rocco De Nicola (Firenze) Global Computing BIGG @ Sophia 27 / 29

SENSORIA

Expected Results

General concept of services that is independent from particular global
computer and from any programming language: Services as
autonomous, platform-independent computational entity that can be
described, published, categorised, discovered

Services described in a modular way, so that security issues, quality of
service measures and behavioural guarantees are preserved under
composition.

Languages and models for global service-oriented systems with full
mathematical semantics equipped with theories and methodologies for
qualitative and quantitative analysis (quality of service, security,
performance, resource usage, . . . ).

Sound engineering methods and deployment techniques relying on
model-based transformations. Re-engineering of legacy systems.
Validation via a number of case studies.
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Many thanks for your attention
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Bridging Global Computing with Grid (BIGG):
Session on security and dependability

Gilles Barthe

INRIA, France

November 29, 2006

Gilles Barthe BIGG session on security and dependability

Setting

Huge distributed networks with conflicting needs/characteristics:

flexibility: aimed at providing seamless access to located
services,

heterogeneity: devices may greatly vary in connectivity,
computational power, libraries, etc.

extensibility: possible to modify or enhance the computational
infrastructure over the network (remote maintenance), or able
to upgrade itself by fetching o!-the-shelf components
(self-healing or self-evolving system)

interactivity: possible to delegate some tasks (computation,
storing) to other devices

security: devices and applications are subject to stringent
constraints w.r.t. confidentiality, integrity, availability, privacy

Gilles Barthe BIGG session on security and dependability



Guaranteeing security and dependability:
GC perspective

The result of a complex process that involves careful engineering:

Develop computational models and programming languages
that reflect/exploit the underlying infrastructure

Define security goals, analyze threats and develop a security
framework that enforces security goals (infrastructure security)

Analysis and verification of security framework!

Analysis and verification of programs (application security)

Gilles Barthe BIGG session on security and dependability

Security and dependability issues in GC

Traditional security architectures are not accurate:

Computational model is evolving: distinction between
applications and systems gradually disappears, thus more and
more code will have an impact on security;

Development model is evolving: code is increasingly developed
through integration/evolution of components, hence
implications of security mechanisms should be understood at
a high level;

Deployment model is evolving: code is deployed on
heterogeneous devices that may have specific enforcement
mechanisms (e.g. due to limited resources/connectivity);

Security goals must be refined: security goals increasingly
involve quantitative issues (amount of resource usage,
information leaked or tainted, responsiveness). In addition,
probabilistic guarantees are often more feasible than absolute
certainty.
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Strengths of the GC community

GC community is strongly influenced by pioneering work on:

programming languages

computational models

formal methods

Rigorous methods are used to support the

design

modeling

analysis/verification

of secure software-intensive systems.

Gilles Barthe BIGG session on security and dependability

Security at work in GC

Java-based mobile code:
strongly typed language with carefully crafted API,
access control via stack inspection (standard or history-based)
compile-time enforcement of resource and information flow
policies for Java (developer perspective) and bytecode
(consumer perspective)

Process algebras:
static/dynamic enforcement mechanisms for rich policies in
core calculi that support a rich theory of mobility
applications to cryptographic protocols and web services
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Trust mechanisms in GC

trust by authority/reputation: based on standard PKI.

trust by verifiable evidence: based on proof-carrying code

combining trust is important: wholesale PCC

Producer 1 Consumer 1

Producer 2 Consumer 2

Producer P 
Consumer C

Phone Operator/

PCC PKI

  Manufacturer

Gilles Barthe BIGG session on security and dependability

Challenges and opportunities for securing the grid:
a GC perspective

Formal models and policies (must account for distribution,
fault-tolerance, use probabilities, etc)

Language-based mechanisms

Combination of trust mechanisms

Securing remote software maintenance and evolution
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Proof Carrying Code

Compiler

Certifying

Compiler

Runtime environment
Program

Program
VC

generator

Checker

Cert.

Gilles Barthe BIGG session on security and dependability

Certificates

Condensed and formalized mathematical proofs which are
self-evident, unforgeable, and straightforward to check.
Proof checking != Proof finding

Legend:             code
proof

Gilles Barthe BIGG session on security and dependability



Usage and challenges

Mobile code

Usage: proof carrying code
downloaded components come equipped with

certificates

Challenges:
Extend the scope of
computational models and
security policies enforced
Increase robustness and
scalability through
fundamental research in
enabling technologies
Integration within mobile
computing and
component-based software
systems.

Grid computing

Usage: result certification
result of computations come equipped with

certificates

Challenges:
Develop e"cient checkers
for computation-intensive
problems through
fundamental research in
algorithms
Explore and quantify the
role of partial checkers,
e.g. probabilistic
certificates.
Integration within Grid
(and other) infrastructures

Gilles Barthe BIGG session on security and dependability
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AGILE and SENSORIA

The focus on GC and SOC is the subject of cooperative work in the
context of the EU Projects

AGILE and SENSORIA

Many thanks to:

R. De Nicola (Univ. Firenze)

J. P. Katoen (Univ. Aachen)

M. Loreti (Univ. Firenze)

M. Massink (CNR/ISTI, Pisa)
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Outline

1 Background;

2 Challenges;

3 (Approaches to) Solutions and Opportunities;

4 Open Issues;
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Background - Formal Methods

“All engineering disciplines make progress by employing
mathematically based notations and methods. Research on ‘formal
methods’ follows this model and attempts to identify and develop
mathematical approaches that can contribute to the task of creating
computer systems”

[C. Jones 2000]

Attempt to provide the (software) engineer with “concepts and
techniques as thinking tools, which are clean, adequate, and
convenient, to support him (or her) in describing, reasoning about,
and constructing complex software and hardware systems”

[W. Thomas 2000]
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Background - Formal Methods

Applying

!
"

#

Logic in

Theoretical

$
%

& Computer Science

For Supporting System Engineering
Emphasis on

Construction

Pragmatics

Automatic, often push-botton, Software Tool Support
rather than

classical issues like completeness.
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Background - Success stories

Classical FM have been successfully used for modeling and analyzing
functional aspects of complex systems, for example:

Model-checking models of trillions of states (or more ... 1030), e.g.

Complex control software for space applications
(e.g. NASA Mars rovers [COMPUTER, Jan. 04])

Automotive & Railways
(e.g. train interlocking & on board control systems)

Low level device control (Microsoft SLAM Project)

. . .

(Automatic) Theorem Proving, e.g.

Avionics systems (e.g. Boeing)
...
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Background - Success stories

Things like even software verification, this has been the Holy Grail of
computer science for many decades but now in some very key areas,
for example, driver verification we’re building tools that can do actual
proof about the software and how it works in order to guarantee the
reliability.

Bill Gates, April 18, 2002.
Keynote address at WinHEC 2002
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Background - Extensions of FM

A substantial contribution to the design of dependable systems can be
provided by extensions of FM for the integrated modeling and analysis of
functional and non-functional aspects of complex systems, e.g.

High level model specification languages e.g.

Timed/Probabilistic/Stochastic/Security-Oriented Process Calculi

with solid formal semantics and equipped with mathematical theories
for sound model manipulation (e.g. state-space minimization software
tools)

High level (non-)functional requirement specification languages, e.g.

Timed/Probabilistic/Stochastic/Security-Oriented Temporal Logics

based on the solid framework of Mathematical Logic and equipped
with e!cient decision procedures (e.g. stochastic model-checkers)
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Challenges

Rigorous modeling of the behaviour of systems characterized by
Parallelism
Distribution
Distribution awareness
Mobility
Performance and Dependability
Security
...

while coping with partial knowledge and uncertainty
(e.g. due to size, e.g. on latency);

Rigorous reasoning about such models;
Automatic tool support for modeling and reasoning;

Access to modeling and reasoning via engineering notations and tools;
Link to implementation and deployment;

Scalability
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Challenges, Solutions & Opportunities: Rigorous modeling

Process (Algebra-like) Languages for modeling
Networks composed of di"erent sites (distribution),
where

Processes are running;
Resources (including code) are stored.

Processes which can
upload resources to
download or read resources from
spawn processes (or move) to

remote (as well as local) sites (distribution awareness and mobility);
Resources which can be down-loaded using patter-matching
mechanisms (discovery, SLA);
Uncertainty on operation execution times and/or possible choices by
means of random variables and weights/probabilities (partial/approx.
knowledge, performance/dependability analysis)
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Challenges, Solutions & Opportunities: Rigorous modeling
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Challenges, Solutions & Opportunities: Rigorous modeling
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!
= ((out(V )@north, rn).nil) +

((out(V )@south, rs).nil) +
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Ojk
!
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Challenges, Solutions & Opportunities: Rigorous reasoning
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Challenges, Solutions & Opportunities: Rigorous reasoning
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Challenges, Solutions & Opportunities: Rigorous reasoning
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The probability is less then 0.2
that the infection develops (i.e.
the virus is running) at site i33
by time t, assuming that at time
0 the only site infected is (i.e.
the virus is stored at) i11.

In MObile Stochastic Temporal Logic(extension of CSL [Baier et al.]):

P!0.2(¬V@i33 U<t V@i33)

... and by means of Automatic Stochastic Model-checking ...
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Challenges, Solutions & Opportunities: Automatic Analysis

Sample results

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Time

H det. rate (d=10 u=1)

M det. rate (d=6 u=5)

L det. rate (d=1 u=10)
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Challenges, Solutions & Opportunities: Rigorous reasoning

Logical characterization (and automatic verification) of

Steady State Probability measures

In the long term, the probability is greater than 0.9 that
value f is present at site i .

S>0.9(!f "@i)

In the long term, the probability is smaller than 0.2 that
process P is running at site i

S<0.2(P@i)

P could be a malicious (or faulty) process: the formula would
characterize the average fraction of time the infection (or faulty
component) is active at site i .
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Challenges, Solutions & Opportunities: Rigorous reasoning

Transient probability measures

The probability is at least 0.8 that the system is not down
at time t

P>0.8( !t ¬ down)

Instantaneous availability at time t.

More general path-based measures

The probability is less than 0.01 that the system goes down
within time t without having first raised an alarm signal

P<0.01(¬alarm U<t down)
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Challenges, Solutions & Opportunities: Rigorous reasoning

Nested measures

In equilibrium, the probability is at least 0.87, that
in at least 75% of the cases the system will have resumed within 500
time units

S>0.87(P>0.75(down U<500 ¬down))

CTL as a special case

A ! $ P!1(!) E ! $ P>0(!)

Functional and non functional issues of behaviour integrated in the
same description language
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Challenges, Solutions & Opportunities:
Automatic Tool Support

For example stochastic simulators and (stochastic) mode-checkers

for state-transition models specified for instance in (stochastic)
process-algebra(-like) languages and requirements characterized via
(stochastic) temporal logics.

Access from engineering notations and tools:

Translations from e.g. UML, BPEL4WS, GRID-Skeletons
to such languages and logics;

[e.g. EU-HIDE, EU-SENSORIA]

Link to implementation:
Model-checking of software programs
(automatic model extraction from real code)

[e.g. Java Pathfinder, NASA]
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Challenges, Open Issues: Scalability

Analysis techniques based on current explicit state-space methods
able to cope with sizes of the order of 107.

BUT

Novel techniques and technologies are being developed
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Challenges, (Open) Issues: Scalability

Distributed implementation of analysis tools, e.g.

Parallelization of (stochastic) model-checking algorithms, e.g.

of CTMC solution techniques

Using GRID architectures

State-space size of the order of 109 % 1010

e.g. [Kwiatkowska et al. 05]
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Challenges, (Open) Issues: Scalability

Specification driven use of Ordinary Di"erential Equations

Typical for studying issues like:

The fraction of components which are in a certain state,
as a function of time.

For systems with high total number of components
(i.e. thousands or more)

Examples:
Processor-Resources usage profiling
Warm attacks and sanitation profiling
Biochemical process analysis

GRID clusters on-line performability analysis (for e!cient scheduling)

State-space size of the order of 1010.000

Fully automatic translation from SPA specification to system of ODE.

[Hillston et al. 05]
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General Open Issues

Improving SMC diagnostic feedback
counter-example generation, accuracy of result, etc.

From Very-Large to Infinite state systems (CTMC)

Continuous State Systems (CSDTMC)
e.g. sampling of real-valued signals

Time dependency (time-inhomogeneous stochastic models)
e.g. hardware components failure rate typically follows a bathtub curve

Modeling and analysis techniques capable of dealing both with
randomness and with non-determinism (MDP)

e.g. non-determinism generated from an interleaving approach to
modeling of parallelism

Run-time verification techniques complementing model-based
techniques

e.g. Program model-checking, Probabilistic testing

Spatial, stochastic logics for mobility
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Conclusion

“Software: the critical infrastructure within the
Critical Infrastructures”

[Theme of the
2nd National Software Summit hosted by
the Center for National Software Studies

Washington D.C. - May 10-12, 2004 ]

“[I]t is time for us, as a nation, to elevate software a
to matter of national policy [...]”

[SOFTWARE 2015: A NATIONAL SOFTWARE STRATEGY TO
ENSURE U.S. SECURITY AND COMPETITIVENESS.
Report of the 2nd NSS - av. at www.cnsoftware.org]
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Grids

• Resource sharing and coordinated problem 
solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual 
organisations (VOs)

– Large number of unknown and heterogeneous 
resources

– Resources and users located in distinct administrative 
domains

– Dynamic formation and management of VOs

– Autonomy
• Self-configuration, self-healing, self-protection
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Grid Security must address …

• Allow for controlled sharing of resources
– Usually through SLAs

– Quality of Protection

• Allow for coordination of shared resources
– Restricted delegation from VO to users, users to resources

• Bridge differences between mechanisms
– Authentication, policy formats, …

• Establish trust relationships between resources and 
users
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Grid Security Today
Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI)

• VOs for multi-user collaborations
– Federate through mutually trusted services

• Users able to set up dynamic trust domains

• Based on public-key encryption technology

• Define authentication and authorisation mechanisms that 
allow collaborating sites to accept credentials while 
retaining local control
– Authentication using a single-sign-on mechanism

• Each user has a Grid id, a private key, and a certificate 
signed by a Certification Authority
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Advantages and Drawbacks

• Advantages
– Based on standards: X.509, SSL/TLS, …

– Widely used implementations (e.g. CAS, VOMS), 
although mainly by the e-Science community

• Drawbacks
– Traditional access control does not scale up well

– Mainly static policies; no checking on policy conflicts

– Basic support for delegation

– Lack of “soft security” – social control mechanisms 
such as reputation
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Bringing the VO Lifecycle of 
Virtual Enterprises into Grids

• Developed by the TrustCoM Project

Common 
Purpose

Market opportunity
Market demand

Universe Network VO

Agree on standards
Advertise capabilities
Agree on potential roles in VOs
Create contract templates

Common ICT 
Infrastructure
Diverse middleware
Diverse applications

Common Registries
Interrelated Ontologies
Contract Drafts
Mutually Understood Policies
… Define VO specific roles

VO wide policies
Instantiate Contracts
Implement federation interfaces
Integrate services and resources
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Secure VO Management

discovery of 
potential 

trustworthy and 
reliable partners

trust and contract establishment
security policy consolidation based on 

contract

membership and trust maintenance
autonomic security policy deployment and 

enforcement
secure service orchestration

membership and 
security policy 

adaptation

termination of trust relationships
maintenance of trust knowledge and 

reputation
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Next Generation Grids

• Service-Oriented Knowledge Utility (SOKU)
– Service-oriented architecture

– Services are knowledge assisted

– A utility is a service with standardised functionality, 
emphasising trust, dependability and security

– A way of building, operating and evolving IT intensive 
solutions

– Enables the use of services with the same 
dependability, safety, and ubiquity as existing utilities 
such as power or water
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Trust and Security Challenges
• Dynamic Composition of Services

– How the integrity of security is maintained such that the final 
composition is consistent when services are discovered / 
composed automatically

– What is the certification of “fitness for purpose” – functional and 
non-functional (trust/security, privacy, performance, …)

• Multi-domain environments with entities having multiple 
identities and roles
– New forms of identity management
– Safe digital signatures using advanced techniques (quantum 

computing)

• Virtualisation in Security
– Security services that can provide complete abstraction of their

underlying technology
– Configurable security services
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Trust and Security Challenges
• Scaling of Authorisation Schemes

– Require local identification, authorisation and generation of trust 
credentials

– Who guards the guards – How does one “police” the guys 
setting the credentials and running the certification systems

• Trust
– What it means to trust a service/agent/workflow
– How to trust an entity which is not under direct control
– Virtualisation vs Trust

• Trust Management
– Interplay between trust and reputation in Grids (soft security)
– Distributed trust management systems
– Privacy issues in trust management
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Trust and Security Challenges

• Information Flow in Grids
– Languages for describing security requirements, policies at 

several levels (VOs, users, resources), information and data

– Negotiation of security credentials, policies, trust

• Nomadic Grids – Mobility
– Future grid users will prefer to access the resources from small

devices

– A grid security architecture should be capable of providing 
complete set of security services to these users
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Facing the Challenges
Bringing GC into Grids

• Conceptual frameworks for predictable operation 
under uncertainty
– Logics and tools to reason about security across 

different domains, resources and their interaction

• Sustainable Security
– Systems evolve: new pattern of usage, new threads

– Methods for sustain security



1

• Substantial advances in both communities:
• GC community has achieved substantial success in formal modeling

and ensuring security/dependability of mobile code, web services,
etc.

• Grid community has set up scalable security architectures based on
standard trust infrastructures and virtual organizations.

• Many common challenges remain, e.g.:
• develop advanced infrastructure for secure, dependable large-scale

evolving heterogeneous systems
• provide effective tools to enforce quantitative requirements and

security policies (resource usage, confidentiality, performance, etc.)

• New challenges, both from Grid and GC  emerged, e.g.:
• need for computational models, theories and tools that capture

quantitative aspects of behaviour  (execution times, resource usage,
etc.)

• need to secure, efficient, and reliable resource discovery

• Grid community can benefit from experience of GC community to
contribute to the strengthening of Grid security, dependability
and performance, which, conversely, raise exciting challenges for
the GC community.

Security and dependability summary
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Agenda

! Evolution of Telecomunication Service Layer towards SOA

! SOA in Telecommunication Service Layer: key aspects

! Some open issues
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The context: delivery of Telecommunication Services

! In a telecommunication infrastructure the Service Layer is in charge

to the creation, execution and management of Telco Services;

Telco Capabilities

ServicesThe services use and

combine a set of Telco

features, according to some
“business logic”

Services are either triggered

by some events produced

by Telco Features, or

activated by applications bearer control:

• call control, session

control, WAP, SMS, etc.
service features:

• servers for location,

presence, messaging,

terminal adaptation, etc.;

profiles:
• user, service, terminal

profiles, account, etc.

Communication services

Content-based services
Internet-like services

Messaging services

etc.

… and their combinations

events commands

Terminal Applications

 client-server protocols

general purpose protocols

(e.g., HTTP, SOAP, SIP)
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From vertical service platforms…

! Vertical service platforms focused

on specific Telco Capabilities and

Service Classes, e.g. platforms

for:

!SMS/MMS-based services;

!location-based services;

!content-based service;

!voice/circuit systems (e.g., IN);

!IMS services (e.g., SIP AS);

! Vertical approaches, based on

deployment of loosely integrated

systems (named “Silos”)

Telco Capabilities

Services
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… to horizontal service architectures

!Sharing of enablers among all the entities in the platform, by means of

well-defined open/public interfaces;

!(Logical) decoupling of the Execution Environments from the enablers;

Mediation (policy, IdM, message routing, …)

THIRD PARTY

exposure

TELCOE
n

a
b

le
r

S
e

rv
ic

e
s

CONTENT COMMON

THIRD PARTY• Presence

• Messaging

•Localization

• Call Control

• …

• DRM

• Encoding

•  …

• Payment

• Device Mngt

•  …

• DRM

• Localization

• CRM

•  …

Based on

SDP principles

and

SOA

technologies
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SOA in Telco Service Layer

! SOA is an enabling technology for the

evolution of the Service Layer structured in a

set of shared and reusable Service

Enablers:

!Web Services to enable applications to easily

access the Service Enabler

!Policy to control that the usage of capabilities

by applications fulfills subscribed conditions

(SLAs)

! SOA allows decoupling of application

execution environment and enablers:

!easy development of applications controlling

multiple and heterogenous service enablers,

through composition/orchestration

! SOA enables advanced business models in

the service delivery:

!exposure of services as web services to be

easily integrated in 3rd party IT

systems/Internet applications

servizio

servizio

Internal

services

service
exposure

re
p
o
s
it
o
ry

Policy

M
o

n
it

o
ri

n
g

 

S
e
c
u

ri
ty

(Telco) Web

ServicesLocationMessaging

MCC 
Parlay X

ConferenceGLMSPresence

Content 
Push

SOA bus

Service

Vertical

Solutions

External services

External services

ApplicationsApplicationsApplication

Third Party

Service Providers

Special Resources

(e.g. messaging,

location)

Service

Framework

(e.g., IN, IMS)

SOA-based Interactions

Telco protocol interactions

End-Users’
IdM

Service

Enablers
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SOA in Telco Service Layer: a case study

!possibility to activate a (switched) call from two participants in a chat, by

keeping anonimity of caller and callee numbers (feature of TIMC@fé service)

MSC

Telco Web

Services

Click2

SMS GW

TIMC@fé

SMS-C

charging

WS

billing & charging
systems

Control on end-user account

Charging reservation and

charging

Call set-up and
control

Voice announcements

SOA-based interactions

Send SMS
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SOA in Telco Service Layer: service composition and execution

! Policy Enforcement:

! general purpose policies: enforced by the

SOA Bus (by message intermediaries)

! component service specific policies:

enforced by the component

implementation

! possible involvement of external decision

points: e.g., end-user account

management

! Message interaction patterns:

! request-response

! event notification handling

! asynchronous interactions

! solicit-response

! Application execution environment:

! synchronous/asynchronous composition
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SOA/WS trends in Telco world

! 3GPP: Parlay X Web Services (v2.0)

!Third Party Call

!Call Notification

!Short Messaging

!Multimedia Messaging

!Payment

!Account management

!Terminal Status

!Terminal Location

!Call Handling

!Audio Call

!Multimedia Conference

!Address List Management

!Presence

! Liberty Alliance:

!Web Services for handling Identities and attributes

! OMA: Policy Enforcement Execution

Management:

!Policy on interception

!Policy on invocation
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Why to move towards SOA-based architecture?

maturity of SOA basic technologies

and products

reduced gap between: Telco and IT solutions

service layer not replacing, but complementary to

existing service frameworks (e.g., IMS, Web, IPTV)

requirements for “blended”  applications

(e.g., content-delivery+communication)

push to address new business models

aligned with the trends of Internet and SoC
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SOA in Telco Service Layer: are there any open issues?

! Registry/Repository: directory of the
services, with all the relevant information
useful for their usage and management

! SOA Management : management of the
SOA infrastructure (e.g., monitoring of WS
usage)

! SOA Bus: mediation functions for
processing and control on SOA messages,
through Intermediaries (e.g., policy
enforcement, security checks, rerouting,
load-balancing, event notification)

! Identity & Access Management: systems
to control the access to the services from
applications and the involvement of end-
users (e.g., privacy)

! Policy Decision & Management: handling
of policies to control that the usage of
enablers by applications fulfills the
parameters defined at subscription time
(SLA)

SOA

Management

REGISTRY

REPOSITORY

SOA Bus
(with Message Intermediaries)

Identity & 

Access

Management

application
(compose

d

service)

component

service
(e.g.,

Enabler)

The SOA infrastructure must be complemented by a SOA 

governance integrated with the service creation process 

Policy

Decision & Management
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SOA

Management

REGISTRY

REPOSITORY

SOA Bus
(with Message Intermediaries)

Identity & 

Access

Management

application

(composed

service)

component

service

(e.g.,

Enabler)

Policy

Decision & Management

SOA in Telco Service Layer: some open issues

! e.g., how to make from BPEL a request based on: WS-Security+WS-Reliability+WS-Addressing?

standard co-

existence
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SOA

Management

REGISTRY

REPOSITORY

SOA Bus
(with Message Intermediaries)

Identity & 

Access

Management

application

(composed

service)

component

service

(e.g.,

Enabler)

Policy

Decision & Management

SOA in Telco Service Layer: some open issues

! limitations of SOAP on HTTP in supporting Message Exchange Patterns of WSDL (e.g., one-way,
notification)

! complexity of SOAP extensions (what about REST?)

support of

asynchronous message

interactions

light weight protocols
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SOA

Management

REGISTRY

REPOSITORY

SOA Bus
(with Message Intermediaries)

Identity & 

Access

Management

application

(composed

service)

component

service

(e.g.,

Enabler)

Policy

Decision & Management

SOA in Telco Service Layer: some open issues

distributed policy

management & execution

dynamic policy/SLA

negotiation

! support to deal with the dynamic negotiation of SLA

! support to multiple points/mechanisms of policy enforcements in federated contexts

! policies on service sessions (possibly involving multiple component services)
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SOA

Management

REGISTRY

REPOSITORY

SOA Bus
(with Message Intermediaries)

Identity & 

Access

Management

application

(composed

service)

component

service

(e.g.,

Enabler)

Policy

Decision & Management

SOA in Telco Service Layer: some open issues

! support to dynamic selection/binding and service replanning based on semantic (web) service
description

enriched service descriptions

(towards semantics)
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SOA

Management

REGISTRY

REPOSITORY

SOA Bus
(with Message Intermediaries)

Identity & 

Access

Management

application

(composed

service)

component

service

(e.g.,

Enabler)

Policy

Decision & Management

SOA in Telco Service Layer: some open issues

! handling of identity/authentication information from composed to component services: identity

forwarding, right delegation, privacy, etc.

end-user identity

in federated SoC

application vs end-

user identity
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Autonomic features in SOA?

SOA

Management

REGISTRY

REPOSITORY

SOA Bus
(with Message Intermediaries)

Identity & 

Access

Management

application

(composed

service)

component

service

(e.g.,

Enabler)

Policy

Decision & Management

autonomic decisions on

message forwarding (e.g.,

load balancing/work

distribution)

dynamic

reconfiguration

according to

component service

availability

self-CHOP

(configuration, healing,

optimization, protection)

highly distributed,

self-reconfigurating

execution platforms
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SOA: Web Services or other?

1995: SOA = CORBA

2005: SOA = Web Services

2015: SOA (for Service-Oriented Society) = ??

if Web Services are not enough, we need to identify and specify a

coherent set of formalisms, languages, tools, …
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Issues investigated in IST Project SENSORIA Telco Case
Study

"#Protocol for passing identity information of end-users/applications to

Services: formal analysis of the protocol;

$#Asynchronous interactions with SOAP: definition supported by formal

analysis;

%#Synchronous/Asynchronous Orchestration/Service Composition: analysis on

if and how to improve current orchestration languages/tools (e.g., BPEL)

!#Advanced policy for SLA in WS exposure to 3rd parties: dynamic negotiation;

enforcement of policies related to service sessions;

&#Transactional composition of Service Components (with compensations) for

handling failures and exceptions in service logic: formalisms to easily

introduce transactional scopes in service logic (e.g., SAGAs+BPEL);

'#Semantic description of Telecommunication Web Services
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Context

An IST-FET Integrated Project Sept05–Aug09

          Software Engineering for

Service-Oriented Overlay Computers

The aim of SENSORIA is to develop a novel comprehensive approach to the

engineering of software systems for service-oriented overlay computers

where foundational theories, techniques and methods are fully integrated in

a pragmatic software engineering approach.

WP1 Provide support for service-oriented modelling at high levels of abstraction,

i.e. independently of the hosting middleware and hardware platforms, and

the languages in which services are programmed.

T1.1 Develop a prototype language for service description and composition

including syntax and mathematical semantics.
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Web-Services (Alonso, Benatallah, Casati, …)

ORC (Misra)

Architectural modelling of mobile and distributed systems

SCA – Service Component Architecture

(BEA, IBM, Interface21, IONA, Oracle, SAP, Siebel, Sybase)

“a specification that […] aims to simplify the creation and integration of

business applications built using a Service Oriented Architecture”.
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18Modelling in R M L

SRML provides primitives for modelling composite services understood

as services whose business logic involves a number of interactions

among more elementary service components as well the invocation of

services provided by external parties.

Interactions are supported on the basis of service interfaces defined in

a way that is independent of the hardware platform, the operating

system, the hosting middleware and the programming language used to

implement the service.

The modelling primitives have a mathematical semantics that supports

analysis of correctness understood in terms of properties of stateful

interactions (not pre/post conditions) maintained with external parties

and service-level agreements.

modelling!
programming
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18A module in R M L

A composite service is modelled as a module consisting of:

At most one Provides-interface, specified as a Business Protocol;

A number of Requires-interfaces, specified as Business Protocols;

A number of Components, specified as Business Roles;

Wires connecting them, specified as Interaction Protocols.
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18A business protocol

BUSINESS PROTOCOL Warehouse is

  INTERACTIONS

    r&s check&lock

! which:product, many:nat

" Reply:bool

    snd confirm

  BEHAVIOUR

    initially check&lock!?

    check&lock"! ! check&lock.Reply
" alertDate!! ! alertDate.Interval=3 ! alertDate.Ref=”goods”

    check&lock#! " alertDate"? ! alertDate.Ref=”goods”

    check&lock$ " (check&lock%? ensures confirm!!)

    check&lock%? " (check&lock&? exceptif confirm!!)

the warehouse is

required to accept a

request for check&lock

at the start of a new

session
when the warehouse issues a

positive reply to check&lock, it

sets an alertDate with an interval

of 3 days and reference “goods”

the deadline associated with

check&lock is the reception of a

reply to an alertDate with

reference “goods”

the pledge associated with

check&lock ensures that a

confirm is issued after a commit

to check&lock is received.

a commit to check&lock

can be revoked any time

before a confirm is issued.

the behaviour 
required of a 

warehouse
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18The iconography of

The timeout of interaction, an event that signals that the

pledge is no longer guaranteed to hold.
interaction#

The pledge associated with interaction.interaction$

A revoke-event for interaction, which means cancelling the

effects of interaction after having committed to it.
interaction!

The cancel-event of interaction (the pledge is discarded).interaction'

The commit-event of interaction (the pledge is enforced).interaction%

The reply-event of interactioninteraction"

The event of initiating interaction.interaction!

A catalogue of Interaction Description Primitives:

R M L

Interactions are durative / stateful
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—
18The semantics of R M L

A formal model and logic for reasoning about interactions are being

developed (by João Abreu):

Interactions are taken to be durative in the sense of involving a number

of correlated events;

Service behaviour is modelled in terms of doubly labelled transition

systems (states and transitions are labelled);

The logic is µUCTL developed at ISTI–CNR (Pisa), which subsumes both

ACTL and CTL;

Reasoning with µUCTL is supported by the model checker UMC.
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18A business role

an alertDate is issued

with a duration of 7 days

and reference “quote”.

BUSINESS ROLE Supplier is

  INTERACTIONS

    …
  ORCHESTRATION

   local 
   s:[0..8],inStock:bool,which:product,

   much:money,timeoutQuote:bool

   initialisation s=0

   termination s=8

   transition Tquote

triggeredBy requestQuote!?

guardedBy s=0

effects which’=requestQuote.which
! much’=how(which’)*1.2
! inStock’=false
! timeoutQuote’=false

! s’=1

   sends requestQuote"!
! requestQuote.cost=much’

! alertDate!!
! alertDate.Ref=”quote”
! alertDate.Interval=7

a requestQuote is only

accepted in an initial

state (when s=0)
the value of much is set through a

synchronous invocation of how on

the requested product with a 20%

overhead
a reply to requestQuote

is issued
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18An interaction protocol

INTERACTION PROTOCOL Custom1 is

  INTERACTIONS

     ask S1(product,nat):bool

     tll S2(product,nat)

     tll S3(product,nat)

     rpl R1(product):nat

     prf R2(product,nat)

  COORDINATION

     S1(p,n) = R1(p)!n

     S2(p,n) " R2(p,R1(p)+n)

     R1(p)!n ! S3(p,n) " R2(p,R1(p)–n)

     R1(p)<n " ¬S3(p,n)

 

SP
Supplier 

SS LS
Stock

 

ask checkStock

tll incStock
tll decStock 

S1
S2
S3

Custom1
R1
R2

rpl get
prf set

 

 

 

synchronous 
interactions
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18Modules as labelled graphs
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18The correctness property

Modules as judgements (clauses)The body of the module
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18Assembly
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18Assembly
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18Composition
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18What else in

Also available:

(Small) Case Studies (including Telecom with TILAB)

SLA attributes and statements

Deduction-based model of discovery using constraint-solving

techniques for SLA

Configuration management, including sessions and persistency

Abstraction of business roles from BPEL components

Planned research:

Operational semantics over core calculi

Analysis using UMC and PEPA

UML-notations

Model-transformation to SCA

R M L
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Service Oriented Architecture.
Summary.

Work across domains

Viable Business Models

Governance Model

Programming Model

Risk Model / Prime Contractor

Autonomics

Requirements Challenges

Standardization Wild West to Process
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Service Oriented Architecture.
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…but still a long way to go…

…we made some progress…
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Stefano Leonardi (UDRLS)

Monitoring Large Scale Complex Information Systems

The DELIS challenge

! Understand the structure, self-organization and dynamics of large

scale information systems

! Provide methods, techniques and tools for controlling and

optimizing such systems

! Apply market and biological inspired methods in order to organize

and understand the competition between agents

! Two benchmark applications:

Decentralized, self-organized Web search engine based on a p2p

architecture

p2p Management platform for telecommunication transport

networks



Stefano Leonardi (UDRLS)

Monitoring Large Scale Complex Information Systems

The structure of DELIS

! Subproject 1; Monitoring, Visualizing, and Analyzing Large Dynamically Evolving

Information Systems.

! Subproject 2; Structure and Self-Organization of Evolving Networks.

! Subproject 3; Large Scale Optimisation.

! Subproject 4; Game Theoretic and Organizational Economics Inspired Approaches.

! Subproject 5; Biology-Inspired Techniques for Organic IT.

! Subproject 6; Data Management, Search, and Mining on Internet-scale Dynamically

Evolving Peer-to-Peer Networks.

CTI, CUNI, ETHZ, EPFL, MPII, RWTH Aachen, Telenor, TILS, TU Wroclaw,

TUM, UCAM-DAE, UCY, UDRLS, UniBO, UniKarl, UPB, UPC, UPF, RAL, UPS

Stefano Leonardi (UDRLS)

Monitoring Large Scale Complex Information Systems

Complex information networks

! Decentralized, self-organized, huge size, dynamic.

! The process of network formation reflects the pattern of interaction

between agents in the system.

! Well known patterns are inspired by biological and economic

paradigms.

! They are in general aimed to optimize a measure of individual

benefit while ensuring good functional properties

! Well known paradigms are:

! preferential attachment with several notions of centrality

! geometric distance

! copying and mutation

! selfishness in route selection



Stefano Leonardi (UDRLS)

Monitoring Large Scale Complex Information Systems

Model the evolution of complex networks

Structural changes

! Emerging of new communication targets, Network faults

! Selection of neighbours, Change in transmission radius

! Selfish local changes: Re-routing on less expensive paths,

Copying patterns from neighbours, Antagonize by learning

Behavioural changes vs Structural Changes

! Models information propagation

! Agents (robots, viral/anti-viral) moving in the net

! Agents that meet are involved in a local game

Stefano Leonardi (UDRLS)

Monitoring Large Scale Complex Information Systems

Model the evolution of complex networks

Models of structural changes

! Geometric graphs with controlling parameters (radius, degree)

! Sparse overlay graphs

! Net formation procedure: selection of neighbors

! Evolving networks

! Graphs with prescribed degree sequence Models

Models of Behavioural change

! Models of local interaction between neighbors, e.g. models for

infinite lattices used in statistical physics

! Concurrent random walks on graphs.  Particles that meet change

their state, appear/disappear



Stefano Leonardi (UDRLS)

Monitoring Large Scale Complex Information Systems

Monitoring large scale complex information

networks

! A large body of work  has concentrated on monitoring and

modeling the evolution  of  large scale complex information

systems:

! The Internet topology (Scale free, Power law, Barabasi,

Faloutsous,..)

! p2p systems (navigability, small world, Kleinberg, Watts and

Strogatz, )

! The World Wide Web (Bow-tie structure, Broder et al, )

! Open content repositories, e.g. Wikipedia, the blogspace

! Large scale complex social networks

Stefano Leonardi (UDRLS)

Monitoring Large Scale Complex Information Systems

Structural analysis of complex networks

! Structural analysis of complex networks is a fundamental

ingredient for:

! Ranking Web documents (link-analysis)

! Spam detection

! Improve efficiency of overlay networks (navigability, load

balancing, ….)

! Building reputation systems

! Search p2p networks

! Mining the structure of network communities (identify cluster of

users, content, concepts)

! ……
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Monitoring Large Scale Complex Information Systems

Limitations of current approaches

! Most of the work has concentrated on a static analysis of the

structure of complex networks

! The characterization  of the structure of these networks has been

based on the study of few samples

! The  Web: Altavista, Webbase, Internet Archive,…

! Internet topology: AT&T, CAIDA and Oregone Route View

!  Small size samples of p2p networks

Stefano Leonardi (UDRLS)

Monitoring Large Scale Complex Information Systems

Monitoring and modeling the temporal evolution

We miss a comprehensive and scalable set of methodologies for

tracking the temporal evolution of large scale complex

systems

! Define a whole set of concepts, methods and algorithms for

monitoring the dynamic of complex networks, i.e. alignment,

compression of temporal information,  incremental crawling,

….

! Goal: Reconstructing the baseline features of the dynamic

from accurate and limited sampling

! Distributed and scalable monitoring and storage of data

! Continuous update of the characteristics of system’s

components



Stefano Leonardi (UDRLS)

Monitoring Large Scale Complex Information Systems

From monitoring to classification

Build a large scale trustable classification systems is a key aspect in

several key applications (e.g. distributed Web search, p2p data

management for telecommunication services, ….)

! Describe each component by a limited number of features, e.g.,

topological properties, contents, performances, feedback from

transacting peers

! Classify by clustering in a multi-dimensional feature space. Identify

components with  near common features.

! Relate structure and evolution of a physical, a p2p and a semantic

network

! Implement sophisticated distributed algorithms for gathering global

statistics (trust values, performance indexes).

! Distributed secure computation (DHT, majority voting, etc…)

Stefano Leonardi (UDRLS)

Monitoring Large Scale Complex Information Systems

From temporal evolution to prediction

Modeling and predicting the temporal evolution

! Recognize features in an early stage of the life of network

components.

! Detect emerging trends vs well established phenomena

! Temporal information is fundamental to assess data quality,

reputation and relationships.

! Compute network properties and statistics on a data stream.

! Build automatic on-line classifiers, use techniques from machine

learning (decision trees, reinforcement learning, ….).



Stefano Leonardi (UDRLS)

Monitoring Large Scale Complex Information Systems

From monitoring to control mechanisms

Now that we start to “understand” the structure of complex

information systems, we should design mechanisms for controlling

their behavior.

! Selfish cooperative and  non-cooperative optimization is a way to

go: game theory + algorithms + mechanisms + convergence

techniques + stability.

! "local implies global" principle should be examined carefully

together with ….

"selecting a few nodes controlled by a central authority to guide the

evolution in a desired direction”

! Design incentive mechanisms

Stefano Leonardi (UDRLS)

Monitoring Large Scale Complex Information Systems

Designing and Controlling Complex Systems

Evolutionary aspects of network formation

! Drop assumptions of unbounded rationality and global knowledge

! How a large population agents can compute or learn an equilibria?

! Play a repeated game in which they use (stale) information about

current network conditions updated at regular intervals



Stefano Leonardi (UDRLS)

Monitoring Large Scale Complex Information Systems

Example: cooperative p2p networks

Construction of cooperative P2P networks

! Protocols that do not require explicit reputation information

! Give incentive mechanisms to limit the influence of malicious peers

inspired by market and biological principles.

! Evolutionary approach translated in selecting peers  with higher

performance that push non cooperative nodes at the border of the

network

! Ensure highly cooperative social utility

Stefano Leonardi (UDRLS)

Monitoring Large Scale Complex Information Systems

Grand Challenges

1. Monitor and model the temporal evolution of large scale complex

information systems

2. Build a scalable and trustable classification systems in open

distributed environments

3. Design mechanisms to control the behavior of complex

information systems in the presence of selfish cooperative and

non-cooperative components



Stefano Leonardi (UDRLS)

Monitoring Large Scale Complex Information Systems

The last slide

Thank you!
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Motivation

• There is obvious need for smart resource management solutions for

distributed environments across different administrative domains.

HPC Grid Computing

– Parallel Computing

– Cluster Computing

– Desktop Computing

Enterprise Grids

– Business Services

– Virtualization

– IT Management

Ambient Intelligence

Ubiquitous Computing

Mobile Grids

– Smart Phones, PDA,

Mobile Devices

Necessary base technologies are available and

systems are already in use!

But many advanced functions are still missing;

implementation and use is still difficult
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Different Views

Scientific Environments

• Often job-oriented

• Mostly batch

• Many jobs

• No or limited business model

• Performance oriented

• Level of service is of secondary

interest

Enterprise Environments

• Often long-term commitments

• Commercial applications

• Business services are considered

• Mostly within a company

• Cost consideration is an issue:

EBIT, TCO

• High reliability/QoS requirements

• Interest in Virtualization, SLAs

Both deal with a distributed service infrastructure that needs

efficient management considering similar side constraints.

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer

Technologies
4

General Challenges

(for Scheduling and Monitoring)

• More resources types

– Compute, data, network, storage, licenses,… arbitrary services

• More complex job requests

– Co-allocation of several resources for a request

• Limited Information, limited control
– Privacy concerns, issues of autonomy

• Different access policies

– Resource access limited by resource providers

• Support for business models

– or accounting aspects

• Scalability

– thousands to millions of resources

• Reliability

– Dynamic environment requires fault-management
• Manageability

– Automatic, seamless management, self-*

• Efficiency

– Optimization of resource utilization, quality of service

• Security, Dependability
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Scheduling and Resource Management
• The smart and automatic utility management is still not available!

–  “The grid should be invisible”

– easy-to-use

– efficient

– reliable

– broader applicability to many use-cases

– self-*

Scheduling is a key part of this smart management.

(aka brokerage, matching, negotiation, resource mgmt,

workload mgmt, utility mgmt)

Assessment:

• Need for sufficient theoretical understanding, analysis, models

• Need for technical foundations and practical solutions

• Both are improving!

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer

Technologies
6

Multi-level Scheduling

Scheduling now occurs

on several levels

In a Grid, resources typically belong to different providers/owners.

– They usually have different policies and constraints.

– These policies are often enforced by local management systems.

• high degree of heterogeneity

Grid vs. local resource management systems

– Grid-RMS:

• has to deal with many heterogeneous resources

• in a highly dynamic environment

• without exclusive control over any resources

• decentralized

– Local resource management

• typically one or few homogeneous resources

• in a static configuration

• within a single administrative domain
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Alternatives

Case 1: Specialized resource management and scheduling

dedicated to a single application domain.

– Goal: high efficiency

– Cost: higher development effort

The RMS is adapted to:

– application and its workflow

– resource configuration

Only certain types of

jobs and resources are

considered.

Case 2: Generic Grid RMS that is open for many applications

– Goal: lower development effort

– Cost: may be less efficient

The RMS is adapted to:

– Generic interfaces are required that are adapted

to several front- and backends.

Broader applicability

Needed for proliferation

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer

Technologies
8

Hot Topic: Interoperability and Standardization

• Need for well-defined interfaces to core services:

• OGF, W3C, OASIS, de-facto standards

• Support for different implementations while maintaining

interoperability between these implementations

Access to information

Status monitoring

Allocation/Scheduling

SLA Management

Execution Management/Provisioning

Accounting and Billing

Job, Resource, Performance Models
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Hot Topic: Monitoring

The small, idealistic Grid is not

realistic!

Status monitoring:

– job and resource condition

– SLA status

Autonomic aspects:

– detection of unexpected

changes

– allows prediction of system

behavior

• related to an individual job

• and to general demand

– Automatic triggering of re-

scheduling/re-allocation

Ontology and semantics?

How to monitor?

How to draw conclusions from

information?

Aspects:

flexibility

scalability

Live with unreliable information

Translate between information models

Combine monitoring, notification,

reasoning, triggering of actions

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer

Technologies
10

Hot Topic: Suitable Scheduling Models

Simple job submission/distribution

is not sufficient!

Different application scenarios

• Online problem

• parallel, sequential jobs

• Batch, interactive, reserved

• co-allocation and orchestration

• workflows

Provider policies

• access, cost, security

User/application policies

• scheduling objectives

• cost/budget management

• Deadlines

Cooperation between RM systems

Support for different (= individual) algorithms and

strategies

Aspects:

flexibility, ease-of-use

support for business models

efficiency

How to support different application

scenarios?

What are optimization goals?

How to include different strategies?

Multi-level scheduling

Multi-criteria optimization

Coordinated scheduling

(workflows/co-allocation)

Using service-level agreements

Interoperability of schedulers

Market-oriented/economic scheduling
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Hot Topic: SLA Management

Best effort is not sufficient anymore!

Service Level Agreements are
cornerstones for future management:

– reliability

– orchestration of services

– quality of service

– business models

– accountability

– billing

How to model SLAs?

How to create/negotiate SLAs?

How to manage SLAs?

How to monitor SLAs?

Aspects:

reliability

support for business models

WS-Agreement/Negotiation

SLA scheduling/optimization

Negotiation strategies

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer

Technologies
12

Conclusions
Key challenges:

– Interoperability
• connecting different Grid-RMS implementations and types

• and between Grid-RMS and local RM systems

• standardization of core interfaces

• interaction and negotiation between different systems

– Scalable Monitoring/Scheduling
• general architecture should cover thousands or millions of resources

• predict, recognize and manage faults or performance problems

– Intelligent Scheduling Models
• Reliable, automatic and efficient self-management

• SLA Management

• Support for complex application scenarios: Co-allocation, workflows,
virtualization

• flexible optimization goals: cost, QoS, …

The Grid scheduling system should be invisible to the user and
provide a pervasive, reliable common architecture allowing different
implementations while maintaining interoperability.
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Thanks for the attention!
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Scheduling and Monitoring

Session

Jarek Nabrzyski

naber@man.poznan.pl

Summary
! Speakers were Ramin Yahyapour and Stefano Leonardi

(thanks!)

! Looks like the approaches are very complementary to each
other

! Grid scheduling and monitoring has very practical approach, while
a lot of research is still needed and going on.

! Large scale complex information systems (GC-driven) provide  a
lot of basic research and analysis, but with many practical
examples.

! A list of common challenges inlcludes: security and trust,
scaleability, distribution and decentralisation, modeling and
predicting, optimisation techniques, protocols
standardization, self*, etc.

! Would be good to identify forums/instruments for
collaborations
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AGENDA

• Introduction of the subject

• Objectives of the session

• Invited speakers (2)

• Moderated discussion on

– Common challenges

– Collaboration opportunities

– Fostering Synergy
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Introduction (1)

Distributed Data Management

Dealing with issues concerning representation,

storing, querying, discovery, exchanging and

integration of data (and resulting knowledge) in

dynamic distributed environments.

• Those issues must be addressed by exploiting features

offered by Grid/P2P/GC/UC  Technologies.

• Multi-paradigm approaches can be envisioned.

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and

Peer-to-Peer Technologies

- 4 -

Introduction (2)

• Data and knowledge are becoming key elements in GRIDs (and in

Global Computing),  as or more than high performance delivery.

• Many activities all over the word on

– GRID/P2P databases and distributed repositories

– Distributed metadata management

– Pervasive  information systems

– GRID-based digital libraries

– Distributed data streaming management

– Distributed knowledge management

– Data-oriented services

• A more important role is expected in the near future.
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Objectives

• Discuss R&D issues in Data Management in Grids

and Global Computing scenarios.

• Identify:

– Missing Solutions in Distributed Data Management

– Research Challenges in Global Data Management

– Potential Overlaps and Gaps in current Research  Activities

– Common vision of Data Management and research interests

– Industrial needs and transfer

– Synergies and future common work

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and

Peer-to-Peer Technologies

- 6 -

CoreGRID KDM Institute

• The KDM Institute is providing a collaborative environment

for 11 research teams working on:

– Distributed storage management on GRIDs

– Data Access and Semantic GRID techniques and tools

for supporting data intensive applications

– Knowledge discovery and data mining in GRIDs.

• With focus also on

– Service Level Agreement Negotiation and

– Security Requirements for Data Management
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Invited Speakers (1)

Prof. Evaggelia Pitoura

University of Ioannina, Greece

Talk: Data Routes within Grids, through the

Globe

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and

Peer-to-Peer Technologies
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Invited Speakers (2)

 Prof. Vladimir Vlassov

SICS & CoreGRID, Sweden

Talk: Scalable Peer-Group Services in Grids
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DISCUSSION: Research Topics (1)

• Research issues:

– Semantic technologies for Grid/GC data management

– Decentralized Scheduling for data-intensive applications

– Service Oriented models and architectures for data

management (what we need?)

– Data-intensive computing models for mobile/Grid

environments

– Dispersed Data Virtualization

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and

Peer-to-Peer Technologies

- 10 -

DISCUSSION: Research Topics (2)

• Other research issues:

– GRID Data Storage Access and Management Architecture

– Distributed Data Integration Models and Architectures

– Resource Description and Discovery in Large

Collaborative Networks

– GRID/GC Trust and Security Policies for Managing VOs

– Distributed Data Mining in GRID/P2P/Pervasive Systems

– Distributed Adaptive Query Processing in GRIDs and

Mobile Environments

Cont.
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Data Routes

within Grids, through the Globe

Bridging Global Computing with Grid (BIGG) Meeting

Evaggelia Pitoura

http://www.cs.uoi.gr/~pitoura

Computer Science Department

University of Ioannina, Ioannina, Greece

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory

http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/

BIGG Event Nov 28-29, 2006 2

In this short talk:

! Why “data” management?

! Our experience from participating in Global
Computing Projects

! Data Management in Grids vs Data Management in
Global Computers

! A couple of concrete applications

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory      http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/
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In the last decade:

online networks of information revolutionized the ways people
obtain information and interact with one another

How they travel, meet, shop, learn, etc.

Underlying aspect of such interactions:

Information produced and shared collectively by a large
number of individuals

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory      http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/

Why data on a global scale?

BIGG Event Nov 28-29, 2006 4

Why data? A Couple of Success Stories

Google: management of Web pages
how to find information

Mapquest: management of maps - TripAdvisor
how to travel

Amazone: book etc catalogue
eBay: product catalogue

how to shop
Blogs: diaries
Flickr: picture database

how to communicate, share personal experiences
Napster (Bittorent, emule, bearshare, etc.): databases of music,
movies etc

entertainment, production of art
Wikipedia: encyclopedia

how to learn

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory      http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/
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The Global Computing FET Initiative

Previous data-driven examples involve/produce

Computing systems that are large, autonomous, un-trusted, mobile,
heterogeneous – exactly as defined by the GC

Data/information sharing is central

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory      http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/

BIGG Event Nov 28-29, 2006 6

The Global Computing FET Initiative

Global computing projects are FET projects – more exploratory research

Focused not on specific technologies but rather on “abstractions”

(abstraction is an “abstract” term) meaning (for example):

! Foundations (game theory, mechanisms design) Theory-perspective

! Data (metadata) Models and  Languages (index, query processing) DB-
perspective

among other things

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory      http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/
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Our participation in Global Computing

DBGlobe (Global Computing I) as coordinators

AEOLUS (Global Computing II) as partners

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory      http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/

BIGG Event Nov 28-29, 2006 8

Our Experience from DBGlobe (Global Computing Initiative I)

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory      http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/

Data-centric and service-oriented approach to global computing
[Sigmod Record, Sept 2003 for an overview]

Extend databases from small-scale distribution to a global scale,
extend query languages (with discovery and computaion), continuous
execution semantics (streams), etc

XML and web services

A couple of our results:

! [Routing] Multi-level Bloom filters for indexing XML [edbt 2004]

! [Computation] Active XML – a new language – that integrates
service calls inside XML documents [sigmod 2003]

DBGlobe
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AEOLUS (Global Computing Initiative II)

Started in Sept 2005

Algorithmic Techniques for Building the OVERLAY COMPUTER

based on a set of basic functionalities

IP-Project

Combined theoretical + system approach

Examples from theory: Game theory

Examples from systems: Probabilistic replication, data routing and
processing for advanced queries in a p2p scale

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory      http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/

BIGG Event Nov 28-29, 2006 10

In this short talk:

! Why “data” management?

! Our experience from participating in Global
Computing Projects

! Data Management in Grids vs Data Management in
Global Computers

! A couple of concrete applications

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory      http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/
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Grid computing original focus on large scientific applications running on
distributed computational platforms

Global computing original focus on general computational tasks on small devices
on the edge of the Internet

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory      http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/

FET on Global Computing was more on abstractions
(models, algorithms) than middleware

Grids vs Global Computers

Different at both the intended applications and system coverage

BIGG Event Nov 28-29, 2006 12

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory      http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/

Grid (initially) Global I

Deterministic Probabilistic 
                             (best-effort semantics)

Efficient use of Extended Functionality (data

computational resource storage, discovery)

Share Computing resources                Model resources/Prove properties

Willing to cooperate Selfish (incentives to cooperate)

Trusted Malicious (security, trust)

Pragmatic “Revolutionary”

(eg standards, stronger

assumptions)

Grids vs Global Computers

(a short list of specific differences  …)
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Common themes

When we try to realize the global computer

When we extend data management from within grids to a larger deployment

Change of focus

Efficient Resource Management vs Discovery/Integration/Understanding
Information and Interactions, Cleaning/Trusting data

Overlay (global computing) ! dynamic virtual organization (grid)

To share information

To store data

To share computation (grid)

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory      http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/

BIGG Event Nov 28-29, 2006 14

In this short talk:

! Why “data” management?

! Our experience from participating in Global
Computing Projects

!Data Management in Grids vs Data Management in
Global Computers

! A couple of concrete applications

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory      http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/
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One Bridge:

Achieving High Quality of Data (GC) with Guaranteed Quality of
Service (grids)

Data Quality

! Freshness

! up-to-date

! Accuracy/Precision

! how relevant – accurate (in case of sampling or approximations)

! Trust/Reputation

! how trusted/secure/authorized/authentic vs copied

! Provenance

! maintain the origin/history of data

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory      http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/

BIGG Event Nov 28-29, 2006 16

Towards Merging Quality of Data and Quality of Service

Service Quality

! Performance

Eg response time, resource consumption

! Fault-tolerance

! Load Balancing

Through scheduling, data redundancy techniques, etc

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory      http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/
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From global computing to the grids

Query language and search engines
for grid resources

Data-driven workflows that take
into account the data that they
manipulate and their dependencies

Building “overlays”

Data cleaning tasks

Security/trust

Incentives for share

Probabilistic data quality

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory      http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/

From grids to global computing

Platforms/Middleware for doing huge
data manipulation – google on a grid?

Standards

Computational resource sharing

Some specific research problems

BIGG Event Nov 28-29, 2006 18

! There are commonalities and differences, thus

an interesting and potentially fruitful (research and application wise)
integration of two initiatives

! BIGG a step towards this, also need for “incentives” (funding through
an appropriate funding tool (strep, coordination activity, etc))

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory      http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/

Conclusions
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Data Routes  within Grids, through the Globe

Evaggelia Pitoura

http://www.cs.uoi.gr/~pitoura

Computer Science Department

University of Ioannina, Ioannina, Greece

DMOD: Distributed Management of Data Laboratory

http://www.dmod.cs.uoi.gr/

Thank you
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Bridging Global Computing with Grid (BIGG), Nov 2006
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Outline

Grid and Distributed Systems Research at KTH, SICS, Stockholm, 
Sweden

– Democratization of the Grid 

– Self-Management for Large-Scale Distributed Systems

– GODS: Global Observatory for Distributed Systems

Scalable Peer-Group Services in Grids

– Use of P2P to improve scalability, availability and performance 
of data services – Peer Group (Data) Service

– Use cases (examples)
• A P2P (overlay) replica management service

• A P2P distributed file system (KESO)

• A P2P resource discovery

• A P2P distributed back-up storage (MyriadStore)

• A P2P content delivery network (DOH)
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Democratization of the Grid

EU STREP Grid4All: Self-* Grid: Dynamic Virtual Organizations for 
Schools, Families, and All

– Democratization of the Grid for ordinary people, small 
organizations, SMEs, families and schools

• IT-inexperienced users

• Dynamicity: highly dynamic Grids for highly dynamic VOs

• Focus on a dynamic and semi-open infrastructure where 
resources are provided mainly by the community itself but also, 
upon need by commercial utility-computing centers

– Incorporate P2P techniques and semantics driven approaches
in Grid architecture 

• to provide self-management, scalability, dynamicity and 
heterogeneity support

– Self-management
• Component-based, loopback control

• P2P techniques to manage collections of …

4

Self-Management for  Distributed Systems

Motivation for self-management
– High complexity, large-scale
– High dynamicity
– A combination of the above

STREP SELFMAN: Self Management for Large-Scale Distributed 
Systems based on Structured Overlay Networks and Components
– Goal: a service architecture that is a framework for building 

large-scale self-managing distributed applications.
– Objectives for the self-management abilities:

• Self configuration: reconfigure itself during execution;
• Self healing: continued execution (service, SLA) under failures;
• Self tuning: load balancing and overload management;
• Self protection: 

– Feedback loops throughout the system
• the detection of an anomaly
• the calculation of a correction
• the application of the correction

– System behavior should converge
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GODS: Global Observatory for Distributed Systems

Why GODS?

To set the bar for distributed applications development:

– Deployment in “real-world” testbed

– Tracing/Debugging algorithms

– Performance tuning

– Quality Assurance

Uses for Grids

– to study dynamicity / scalability / availability in Grids

– to evaluate scalable group services

The Cathedral and the Bazaar, by Eric S. Raymond:

– “Every good work of software starts by scratching a developer's 
personal itch”

– “To solve an interesting problem, start by finding a problem that is 
interesting to you”

– “Any tool should be useful in the expected way, but a truly great tool 
lends itself to uses you never expected”

6

Uses of GODS

Expected uses

– Deployment and evaluation of 
large-scale distributed 
systems

– WAN emulation with ModelNet

• Topology

• Link latency

• Link bandwidth

• Link packet loss

– Control and Monitorization

– Collecting and aggregating 
statistics

Unexpected uses

– Emulation of node arrivals, 
leaves and failures (churn)

– Emulation of network 
partitioning

– Dynamic change of link 
properties

– Bandwidth consumption 
measurements

– Statistical models, node 
groups

– Automated experiments
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Uses of GODS (cont’d)

More Unexpected Uses

– System performance tuning

– Collection of events for 
visualization of execution

– Experiment recording + step-
by-step and backwards 
replay for debugging

– Total-ordering of events

– Regression test suite for QA

– Benchmarking similar 
systems

Bonus Features

– Evaluating real application 
code

• Fix defects only once

• Account for various overhead

– Unmodified Java source code

• Smooth adoption by other 
users

• Avoid potential bugs

– Global knowledge about 
system state

• Compiled global statistics

– Reproducible experiments

8

An Overview of ModelNet

Several virtual nodes (app. 
instances) run as processes on each 
(edge) machine

Virtual node bound to one IP alias

VN traffic is routed to the core

The core implements WAN emulation

– Load virtual topology 
description

– Each packet is virtually 
routed through the topology 
and delayed accordingly

– The core can scale with more 
machines

Gb

Switch

100Mb

Switch

Edge
Nodes

ModelNet
Core
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GODS Architecture

Topology module

ChurnOperations Partitioning

Automation moduleStatistics
Monitor 
& Cache

Control Center

Visualizer (GUI)Topology

Operations

Churn

Stats Mon

Agent

VN1

Machine

VN2

slot

…

VNn

Topology

Operations

Churn

Stats Mon

Agent

VN1

Machine

VN2

slot

…

VNn

…

Partitioning Agent

ModelNet

Emulator

Database

application traffic
GODS control traffic

Bandwidth Agent

10

Application Interface

XML descriptor for:

– Callable operations (e.g. lookup, broadcast)

– Event notifications (e.g. send/receive msg)

– Watched variables (pushed stats)

– Readable variables (pulled stats)

For Java apps:

– JVM instrumentation by JVMTI and JMX

Explicit interface (library) for other languages
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GORDS Summary

Offers

– Evaluation of large-scale 
dynamic DS (P2P, Grids)

– System deployment and 
management

– Real-world WAN emulation

– Churn emulation

– Network partitioning emulation

– BW consumption measurement

– Global knowledge about the 
system

– Debugging/tracing of dist. 
algorithms

– System performance tuning, 
evaluation

Limitations

– Bound on accuracy  of BW 
consumption measurement 
(lower bound on correlation 
between events and packets 
timestamps)

– Does not emulate NAT 
environments

– Lengthy experiments:

• 2000 nodes + all pairs pings

• 1 ping/sec -> 46 days !!!!

• 50 pings/sec -> 1 day """"

• 500 pings/sec -> 2 hours ####

12

Scalable Peer-Group Grid Services

Scalable Grid services as group services (overlay services) deployed 
in a P2P network of containers 

– A group service is provided by a peer group rather than by a 
single peer

• Self-organizing, self-managing

– Higher throughput; higher availability

– Can be deployed on an overlay network – a P2P system of 
containers

• On structured (name-based routing) overlays with DHT 
functionality, i.e. decentralized lookup (index) service within a VO

• On unstructured (flooding) overlays, i.e. decentralized Grid 
resource information service across orgs or within a VO

– A service is available while at least one peer is up and running

– Client-service binding: one to any
• Dynamic rebinding (allocation)
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Scalable Group Grid Services (cont’d) 

Scalable Grid services as group services (overlay services) 

– Dynamicity: peers can join / leave / fail

– Exploit P2P self-organization and self-management

• Handover on leave and join

– Scalability and (high) availability

14

Scalable Data Services in Grids Using a  P2P Middleware

Multiple access points; high availability and throughput; self-
management (comes from P2P)

Examples: Scalable Data Services based on the DKS P2P middleware
[ http://dks.sics.se/ ]

– A P2P (overlay) replica management service

• Ant-based mechanism with stigmergy

– A P2P distributed file system (KESO)

– A P2P resource discovery

– A P2P distributed back-up storage (MyriadStore)

– A P2P content delivery network (DOH)
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Example: Replica Management Framework

Components:

– Replica Location Service 
(RLS)

• Based on DKS' DHT

– Replica Selection 
(Placement) Component

• Uses “ants”

– Node Location Service (NLS)

• using GT4's WS MDS 
Aggregator Framework

• Several instances running

– Data Consistency 
Component

– Data Transfer Component

– Replica Usage Statistics 
Component

16

Ant Mechanism for Replica Placement

Triggered when there 
is a need to place a 
new replica

– neither of 
existing 
replicas 
fulfills QoS
requirements

Ants are sent to find 
a place(s) for new 
replica(s)

– sigmergy
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Example: P2P File System

Keso is a distributed P2P file system built 
using  the DKS P2P middleware

– Decentralized, scalable, self-
organizing, secure

– Designed for real-world usage

– Can be mounted to a local file system

Organization:

– Files are split into blocks of equal size

– Blocks are referenced from a block list 
in the inode

– Each block and each inode is stored in 
DHT using a hash of its content

– Directory acts as a name/inode lookup 
service

– All versions of files are kept

18

MyriadStore: A P2P Backup Storage

Basic functionality:

– Backup

– Retrieval

– Browsing of backup data

Organization:

– Meta-data is stored in the DHT of DKS

– Actual data are split into blocks and stored directly to the nodes local 
file systems

– All data items are encrypted before being stored remotely

– All nodes (users) have reputation which is a global numeric value 
maintained by all other nodes

– A higher reputation provides a longer grace period

Different schemas of trading for storage space

– Nodes exchange equal amount of disk space

– Contracts established between partners
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Data in MyriadStore

20

Dynamic Grids

Management in  Dynamic Grids

– A dynamic collection of resources

– Resources can be dynamically added / removed

– Resource can become unavailable

– VO members (both providers and consumers) can dynamically 
join / leave the VO
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Example: VOFS: VO-aware Distributed File System

VOFS is a P2P system that aggregates data objects (files and 
directories) from different administrative domains in a virtual DFS 
similar to conventional NFS with standard POSIX file API
– Data objects (files, directories, disk space) are exposed to 

VOFS
• Stay on place; logically linked in VOFS

– Spans multiple administrative domains 
– Hides heterogeneity of aggregated file systems
– Illusion of an ordinary DFS, e.g. NFS
– Can be mounted to a local file system

• Standard POSIX file API
• Applications, existing file clients, e.g. Windows Explorer

– Metadata (index)
• Centralized or DHT 
• Directory tree – traditional in DFS

22

VOFS (cont’d)

VOFS Security: based on (similar to) GT4 Community Authorization
Service (CAS)

– Single-sign-on; role-based

– Mutual authentication with certificates; credential delegation

– Policy-based authorization

• VO as a whole

• User within VO

• User on the server
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Conclusions

Peer-Group Services in Grids

– Deployed on an overlay (P2P) network

– Multi access point

– The service is available while at least one peer can provide a 
service

– Also allow integration (sharing) of resources

Use of P2P for building group Grid services opens great opportunity 
for improving availability, throughput and integration
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DATA MANAGEMENT Session

• Evaggelia Pitoura: Similarities and differences between GC and Grids in

Data Management (and possible convergence).

• Vladimir Vlassov: P2P models for data self-management in Grids (replica

management, P2P VO file system, P2P backup storage).

• Many common research issues

– Data Resource Description and Discovery in Large Collaborative Networks

– Service Oriented models and architectures for data management

– Distributed metadata management

– Distributed Adaptive Strategies and models for data management.

• As Grids are moving towards a more dynamic and service enabling

infrastructure more common challenge/interests/activities with GC raise.
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“Bridging Global Computing with Grid:
Mobility issues”

Moderator: Dora Varvarigou

E-mail: dora@telecom.ntua.gr

2
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What is “mobile”?

User mobility:

!Nomadic users travel around, asking for session movement

Terminal mobility:

!Roaming users that have their own wireless devices and want to continue their
session when they cross different localities

!Sensor and Actuator mobility

!Computing Device’s mobility

Service mobility:

!Ability of the infrastructure to maintain the services for a user while he is
mobile.

!services should be independent from users’ devices and location

Code Mobility:

!Mobility and Security (PCC)
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What will change? (1/4)

!Engineering of the protocols is required:
" SOAP/SIP with IPv6/MIPv6

"  IEEE 802.11

!Awareness from routing to scheduling
" routing protocols must minimize the time required to

converge after topology changes to meet QoS

" efficient scheduling of tasks execution in grids should be
aware of the routing algorithms

" Demand and availability even more difficult to predict

4
29 November  2006GRIDS@WORK 2006 - BIGG conference

What will change? (2/4)

!Service discovery
" Provide facilities for thelocation of the services in a

seamless manner

" Pro-activeness of locating and allocating the services

" Zone based vs track based service discovery

!Achieving energy efficiency
" energy constraints affect isolated services, devices and also

workflows (if specific services are on the critical path)

" Service lifecycle, orchestration and workflows need to adapt
to power consumption constraints
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What will change? (3/4)

!End to End Security through public media

" public media (e.g wireless channels), are more vulnerable to
unauthorized access

" Tradeoff schemes need to be present for security adaptation

!Management of large Datasets

" The complete dataset may exist in one or several physical (mobile)
locations or be distributed across different sites

" common practice: to allow copies of the most relevant portions of
the data set for faster access

" Exploitation of the tradeoffs between computing and communication
data replication

6
29 November  2006GRIDS@WORK 2006 - BIGG conference

What will change? (4/4)

!Real time extensions

" A large number of applications have real-time requirements
even harder to meet if you have mobility and unpredictable
demand and availability

" Challenge: Event driven vs synchronous mode of operation /
collaboration

!Vision to SOKU

" Dynamic adaptation of services on semantically enriched
context

" Functionalities such as context identification and
management becomes necessary not just a good think to have
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Speakers:

Nobuko Yoshida (Imperial College)

Mobius, PCC, mobility formalities

Victor Villagra (UPM)

Akogrimo, Dynamic Virtual Organizations,Business Grids



Session 1: Mobility

Nobuko Yoshida
(Mobius)

Department of Computing
Imperial College London
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Mobius Project
! to develop the technology for establishing trust and

security for the next generation of global computers,
using the Proof Carrying Code paradigm

! Theoretical well-founded technologies for mobility and
security

Types, Logics, Secure Information Flow, Certificates,
Resource and Alias Controls, Distributed PCCs...

" Can offer security technologies for other projects
Grid, Service Orientation, Global Computing, ...

" Experiment in other projects will lead to new topics

2



Mobius Project
! to develop the technology for establishing trust and

security for the next generation of global computers,
using the Proof Carrying Code paradigm

! Theoretical well-founded technologies for mobility and
security

Types, Logics, Secure Information Flow, Certificates,
Resource and Alias Controls, Distributed PCCs...

" Can offer security technologies for other projects
Grid, Service Orientation, Global Computing, ...

" Experiment in other projects will lead to new topics
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Mobile Computing is Ubiquitous
! Computing Machines, Network Infrastructure,

Applications in Internet, Mobile Robots, Bio-Info, ...

! Basic Questions

" How to understand mobile behaviour systematically?

" What is this abstract (mathematical) entity called
mobility?

" Given some system/software, how can we formally
specify/describe/control its mobile behaviour?

4



Mobile Computing is Ubiquitous
! Computing Machines, Network Infrastructure,

Applications in Internet, Mobile Robots, Bio-Info, ...

! Basic Questions =! Model/Calculus

" How to understand mobile behaviour systematically?

" What is this abstract (mathematical) entity called
mobility?

" Given some system/software, how can we formally
specify/describe/control its mobile behaviour?

5

Mobility: Theories and Applications
! Basic Mobility Communication and Name Passing

=! Applications W3C WS-CDL via Session Types

! Distributed Mobility Code and Proof Distribution

=! Applications A distributed multi-threaded Java and
Distributed PCC via Fine-Grained Types

! An integrated framework via typed mobile processes

6



Protocol Example

Scenario: Item Purchasing (Typical W3C example)

7

Challenges
! How can we design languages for Web Services?

=! use the !-calculus as an underlying formal model

! What are good programming and type disciplines for
Web Services?
=! use the type theory of the !-calculus (session types)
for structured programming of communication and
concurrency

! How can we correctly implement global scenarios?
=! propose a semantics, type and structured preserving
End-Point-Projections from Web Service languages to
the !-calculus

8



WS-Choreography Description Language
! XML-based description language for business protocols.

! Developed by W3C’s CDL WG (2003", chaired by
Steve Ross-Talbot and Martin Chapman).

! Central idea: choreography (cf. orchestration).

Dancers dance following a global scenario
without a single point of control.

! Pi-calculus experts (Kohei Honda, Robin Milner and
Nobuko Yoshida) invited in 2004.

! Now Candidate Recommendation, reaching a W3C
standard soon.

9

Protocol Example

#id;$double;{accept :#";#double;$receipt % reject}
" =#address;$date

Buyer’s viewpoint of the Buyer-Seller interaction

10



End-Point Projection (EPP)
! A notion informally (introduced and) discussed in

WS-CDL WG. How can we project a global description
to endpoints so that their interactions precisely realise
the original global description?

! Basis for execution, monitoring, validation, reuse,
conformance, interoperability,...

! Demands formalisation of global and end-point
descriptions.

(I, #) &' A[P]!@A ||| B[Q]!@B ||| C[R]!@C ||| · · ·

11

Scenarios for Distributed PCC
Extending the PCC model with one code producer and one
code consumer to more complex scenarios in order to make
the MOBIUS technology widely applicable.

Multiple Verifiers

TV: Trusted Verifier LV: Local Verifier

P: Code Provider U: Code User

A: Global Security Policy B: Local Security Policy

U purchases an application program M from P.

Security Goal: M satisfies a security policy B local to U.

12



TV: Trusted Verifier LV: Local Verifier

P: Code Provider U: Code User

A: Global Security Policy B: Local Security Policy

13

TV: Trusted Verifier LV: Local Verifier

P: Code Provider U: Code User

A: Global Security Policy B: Local Security Policy

LV only has to check A ⊃ B

14



Outputs: Basic Mobility
! Session Type Theory (1994")

Bonelli, Carbone, Comagnoni, Dezani, Drossopoulou,
Garralda, Gunter, Gay, Hole, Honda, Kubo, Mostrous,
Neubauer, Ravana, Takeuchi, Thiemann, Vallecillo,
Vasconcelos, Yoshdia

! Languages (Concurrent ML, Haskell, Java, C#)

! Standardisation (W3C CDL) and Industry (Pi4Tech)

15

Outputs: Distributed Mobility
! Theory

Higher-Order !-Calculus and Advanced Distributed
Calculus based on Locations
[LICS00,Inf.&.Comp,POPL04,FoSSaCs04,ActaInfo05]

! Language Design and Correctness of existing RMI Java
Optimisation [OOPLSA’05,TCS]

! Distributed PCC (Mobius Task 4.1)

16



Future Topics and Discussions
! The technologies for a transfer from upstream to applied

research, or from applied research towards exploitation

=! from a theory to language/runtime design to
standardisation (with feedbacks).

! Merits and missing elements

=! theory as enabling technologies (e.g. signed code
guaranteeing good behaviour)
=! demand broad experiments for usability

17

! Common areas for future collaboration between the
different disciplines

" Web Services

" Code Validations by Types and Logics

" Design and Development for Secure Languages and
Infrastructures for Mobility

" Protocol Validation and Development in Grid and GC

18
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SUMMARY SLIDE

! Mobility of code: What is the abstract (mathematical) entity called
mobility

! How to understand mobile behaviour systematically

! Given some system/software how can we formally describe/specify/control
its mobile behaviou

• Physical Mobility: Mobility Aware core and application services

• Enable cross-layer co-operation, provide info from network to application

• Integrate with the network middleware, SIP-services, Network QoS,
Security

• Use semantics to Facilitate  aggregation and automate  reaction on
context changes
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Bridging Global Computing with Grid

Programming Models Session

Moderator: Mike Fisher - BT

Speaker: Ugo Montanari - Univ. of Pisa

Speaker: Marco Danelutto - Univ. of Pisa

“Session should be interactive. Don’t hesitate to interrupt.”

Programming the Global Information Utility

Programming model

Need to support a wide range of “programmers”

scientific, enterprise, database, web, users, …

different programming models?

Inherently shared environment

incomplete management information

details unknown at time of programming

Non-functional properties

how does a programmer know how a program will behave?

Failures and exceptions
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Programming the Global Information Utility

Requirements on infrastructure

Capabilities and interfaces

multiple levels of abstraction?

what information needs to be exposed?

what controls need to be provided?

Non-functional properties

service level agreements

interactions between applications and infrastructure

Security

testing, isolation

how can one tell when a program is not behaving properly?



1Universidad de Buenos Aires

Dan Hirsch

dhirsch@dc.uba.ar

1Bridging Global Computing with Grid (BIGG), November 28-29, 2006, ETSI Headquarters, Sophia-Antipolis

Ugo Montanari

Dipartimento di Informatica

Università di Pisa

SENSORIA Teams, WP2 and WP5

Parallel Session 6:

Programming Models

in collaboration with

Bridging Global Computing with Grid (BIGG)

November 28-29, 2006, ETSI Headquarters, Sophia-Antipolis

2Bridging Global Computing with Grid (BIGG), November 28-29, 2006, ETSI Headquarters, Sophia-Antipolis

Outline

! Web Services

! Some Requirements for Programming Models

! Session Based Calculi

! Committed Negotiations

! Constraint Programming for Quality of Service

! Software Architectures as Types



2Universidad de Buenos Aires

Dan Hirsch

dhirsch@dc.uba.ar

3Bridging Global Computing with Grid (BIGG), November 28-29, 2006, ETSI Headquarters, Sophia-Antipolis

Web Service Scenario

! Largely distributed systems

– Wide Area Network (WAN)

– Global Computing (GC)

– Web programming and service-oriented computing

! Asynchronous communication

! Transactions, contracts, negotiations, decisions,

agreements, choices

– Causality, concurrency and distribution

! Language primitives and formal models

– Coordination, orchestration, choreography

! Quality of service and service level agreements

4Bridging Global Computing with Grid (BIGG), November 28-29, 2006, ETSI Headquarters, Sophia-Antipolis

SENSORIA http://sensoria.fast.de/
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Models of Computation

! Useful for:

– PL design and formal semantics

– Formal methods & verification

– Software architectures

! Must handle:

– Distribution, concurrency, network awareness

– Mobility

– Open endness, service publication, discovery and binding

– Negotiation

– Security

! Existing models often inadequate

6Bridging Global Computing with Grid (BIGG), November 28-29, 2006, ETSI Headquarters, Sophia-Antipolis

Session- Based Calculi

! Explicit notions of service definition, service invocation

and session handling

! Structured orchestration of services

! Multiple session instances

! Termination handlers for closing (multiple) sessions

! ORC by J. Misra et al., e.g. CONCUR 2006

! SCC a Service-Centered Calculus, SENSORIA Team,

WS-FM 06
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Committed Negotiations

! Local and global resources

! Local sub-contracts and decisions

! Global results posted upon commit

! Abort of ongoing contracts

– All participants must be informed

– Compensations can be activated

! Either abort or commit (no divergence)?

! Dynamic joining of participants

– Contracts can be merged

! Nested structure of contracts

8Bridging Global Computing with Grid (BIGG), November 28-29, 2006, ETSI Headquarters, Sophia-Antipolis

Our Proposal

! committed JOIN

– PDL presentation

– Non ACID

– Multiway

– Open Nesting

– Flexible

– Split / Join

– Programmable commit / abort / compensation

– Concurrency and distribution

– Distributed 2PC

– Different levels of abstraction
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Service Invocation as Constraint Solving

! Web services published, invoked with suitable constraints

– more than two sites involved e.g. when routing or access paths
are involved

– a site cannot anticipate the requests of the other sites or solve the
global constraint that arises in this way

– suitable network services must be provided to do this job

! Non-crisp situations: a constraint

– solved in a yes or no way

– solved with some cost, or some probability, or according to
several criteria at the same time => constraint semirings

! Networks of constraints

– Graphical presentations of the constraints, distributed solution
algorithm

10Bridging Global Computing with Grid (BIGG), November 28-29, 2006, ETSI Headquarters, Sophia-Antipolis

Constraint Programming with C-Semirings

! Logical, fuzzy, optimization (tropical), probability, hierarchy,
capability semiring

! Several existing algorithms can be extended to c-semirings

! Constraint Logic Programming (CLP(X)) can be extended to c-

semirings

! Cartesian product of c-semirings is a c-semiring (it is not the

case for booleans)

! Functional domains, power domains preserve the c-semiring

structure and allow for the same logic, algorithms

! Concurrent constraint programming for network aware
programming
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Cc-pi, A Language for Contracts

12Bridging Global Computing with Grid (BIGG), November 28-29, 2006, ETSI Headquarters, Sophia-Antipolis

Cc-pi, A Language for Contracts

A Provider and Client example
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Deriving Architectural Styles

A refinement production for a pipeline architecture

14Bridging Global Computing with Grid (BIGG), November 28-29, 2006, ETSI Headquarters, Sophia-Antipolis

Architectural Programming

An inference rule for composing two productions
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Reconfiguration

A reconfiguation transformation between two proofs
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Bridging Global Computing with Grid (BIGG)

Programming model section

Marco Danelutto

Dept. Computer Science - Univ. Pisa &

CoreGRID Programming model Institute

Sophia Antipolis, November 29, 2006

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

GRID definition
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European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

Programmer perspective (today)

•collection of heterogeneous resources, dynamically available in

time, subject to faults & misfunctioning, searched, recruited,

secured, deployed and used to perform complex tasks

•concurrent activity set up, mapping and scheduling;

resource management (recruiting, monitoring,

repairing); communication & synchronization

management; fault tolerance and security

management; heterogeneity management (cross

compiling, architectural neutral data formats), ...

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

Programmer perspective (today) (2)
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European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

Programmer perspective (today) (3)

Support code

Functional core

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

NGG recommendations
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European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

How to implement NGG recommendation ?

• Exploit layered design of grid middleware + programming environments

Network centric operating systems

Grid middleware mechanisms (RISC)

Runtime

Compiler tools

High level programming environments

Applications
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European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

Plus ...

• Advanced programming models

• providing predefined, customizable,
efficient programming skeletons -

design/coordinations patterns

• move away from assembly language

• implemented by compilers or RTS/libraries
(exploiting layer hierarchy)

• relieve programmers of unnecessary burden,

• possibly free them !

Compiler tools

OBJ code RTS
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European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

Is it possible ?

• GRID.it

• ASSIST high level, structured, parallel programming environment

• compiler + run time + grid middleware

• heterogeneous node handling +

adaptivity (performance contracts)

• up & running since 2001

(advanced features in 2005)

Grid programming with components: an advanced COMPonent platform for an effective invisible grid

10

CoreGRID: The European Research Network on Foundations, Software

Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and P2P Technologies

Exp 2: Data-Parallel(STP)

B
o

g
o

M
IP

S

P4@2.5GHz P4@2GHz P4@2.8GHzP3@868MHz
Expected work
balance among

platforms
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Grid programming with components: an advanced COMPonent platform for an effective invisible grid

11

CoreGRID: The European Research Network on Foundations, Software

Infrastructures and Applications for large scale distributed, GRID and P2P Technologies

Exp 2: Data-Parallel(STP)

Iteration time

Relative Unbalance

A

D

C

B

Distribution of load among platforms (n. of VPs)

• GCM: the Grid Component Model

• hierarchical composition

• RPC + data/stream + event ports + structured interaction patterns

• component autonomic control (non functional features, including

performance, and grid management)

• reference implementation in

• interoperable (WS),

advanced programming models on top of GCM (skeletons)

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

The Programming model Institute perspective
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European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

The GCM features: collective communications

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

The GCM features: hierarchical composition

Collective communications

Hierarchical composition
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European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

The GCM features: autonomic management

Contract

Manager

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

The GCM features: portability

Globus
POSIX

SSH
glite CGSP
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European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

The GCM features: interoperability

WS

framework

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

The challenges: “invisible” vs “aware” models

invisible grid + automatic adaptation

• Actually

• Vision and awareness of grid
peculiarities and problems

(system programmer level)

• Invisible grid á la power grid

(application programmer level )
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European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

The challenges: bunch of services vs. structured

Network centric operating systems

Grid middleware mechanisms (RISC)

Runtime

Compiler tools

High level programming environments

Applications

Interface

Interface

Computing
infrastructure

Mechanisms

Policies

Applications

European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

The challenges: AOP vs. everywhere concerns

Interface

Interface

Computing
infrastructure

Mechanisms

Policies

Applications
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European Research Network on Foundations, Software Infrastructures and Applications

for large scale distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies

The challenges: global vs. grid computing ???

• is there any difference among global and grid

computing ?

• if we get rid of terminology issues

• if we choose each time a common abstraction

level

• if take the more general/abstract viewpoint

possibile
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Programming Models Session

1-slide summary

General acceptance of the value of SOA – but important not to see it as a panacea

Balance between formal techniques and engineering judgment

Formal techniques are often inadequate for the “Global Information Utility”

Some interesting formal approaches for different styles of interaction

Session-based calculi, Committed negotiation, Service invocation as constraint
solving, Constraint programming

Need for engineering judgment in building real systems

“Islands” of formality where behaviour is well-understood/ conformance is guaranteed

Possible role for Aspect Oriented Programming in composition

Move to a smaller number of skilled designers, supported by tools/compilers

Need different levels of programming, with appropriate features for different users

Concerns separated so programmers deal only with decisions needed in a single layer

Strong tool support and pre-built skeletons/patterns for common application types

modular, reusable and optimised
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Scalability in Grids

Thilo Kielmann
Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam

kielmann@cs.vu.nl
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Scalability

“...is a desirable property of a system, a network or a process, 
which indicates its ability to either handle growing amounts of 
work in a graceful manner, or to be readily enlarged.”
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Grids

Integrating globally dispersed resources that are not subject to 
centralized control, to deliver non-trivial qualities of service.
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Scalability in Grids

! Network delays (due to physical distance)
bandwidth goes up, but speed of light remains the barrier

! Number of resources involved

" 1000s of CPUs working together

" But only O(10) machines/clusters at a time
! Number of data integrated / processed

"  Frillions of bytes in remote files/DBs
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Scalability in Grids (2)

The “real” issues:
The application that has worked yesterday won't work today.

" Network disconnections (a.k.a. firewalls)

" Service non-interoperability (a.k.a. versioning)

" And even some hardware failures
Scalability problem: O(10) to O(100) independent administrative 

authorities... 
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Scalability: challenges (1)

From the GridLab testbed:

Delphoi (Web) service provides network monitoring data
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Scalability: challenges (1)

! Monitoring networks requires O(N!) measurements

" This becomes practically infeasible, even with O(10) sites.
! Challenge:

build systems that can work without ubiquitous monitoring 
information
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Scalability: challenges (2)

Service non-interoperability
scaling to O(10) middleware/service platforms

GAT:
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Scalability: challenges (3)

- Grid plugtests
- Grids @ Work 2005
- building systems for O(1000)
  machines
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Scalability: challenges (3)

Changes in our Ibis system due to scalability problems:

" Spread all-to-all connection setup over the runtime
(false positive denial-of-service, TCP socket limits)

" Optimize central registry 
(multi threading, message combining)

Not many grid software is built for large-scale use.
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Scalability: challenges (4)

“What can go wrong, will go wronk.” (Murphy)
! Due to the large amount of components (hardware, networks, 

middleware, applications...) there will always be something 
that is not working (as expected)

! The real challenge is to build systems that are 
" self-*
" autonomic
" simply working in a reliable manner...
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Scalability: challenges (5)

! single/simple Web services 
and servers provide critical 
points of failures

! XtreemOS is building virtual 
servers with hand-over based 
on peer-to-peer technology
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Scalability: challenges (6)

! Security, AAA
" Authentication and authorization for users and services
" Should be a trivial (straight forward) problem
" ... if it would not be for scaling to MANY users

! Manual granting of credentials, 
non-technical but human (or legal) issues

! Challenge: automated security mechanisms that are powerful, 
flexible, and trustworthy
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Conclusions

! Many scalability problems can be circumvented by
“doing our homework” (write solid, well-designed software)

! The real challenge is to build systems that are 
" self-*
" autonomic
" simply working in a reliable manner...

     as this is the key to addressing the scalability issues!
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Autonomous services
Feedback from some on-

going EU research projects

Françoise Baude
OASIS research group at Univ. Nice Sophia-
Antipolis, CNRS-I3S, INRIA Sophia-Antipolis
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Objectives

! Give a synthetic (modest and personal) view on on-going 
efforts w.r.t. Autonomic (application level) Services:
" Requirements and needs wrt to

! Software architecture
! Programming efforts

" How solutions currently defined in …
! Unit GRID funded projects like CoreGRID, GridComp
! Unit FET “Autonomic Situated Communications” project like 

BIONETS

" … try to address those requirements, which are somehow 
common 

! Is a convergence in progress ? 
! Are there opportunities for stronger exchanges, mutual 

collaborations ? 
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Autonomicity: from adaptivity to 
evolution

! Self-adaptive systems work in a 
top-down manner. They evaluate
their own global behavior and
change it when the evaluation
indicates that they are not
accomplishing what they were
intended to do, or when better
functionality or performance is
possible. Such systems typically
operate with an explicit internal
representation of themselves and
their global goals.

! Self-organizing systems work
bottom-up. They are composed of
a large number of components 
that interact according to simple 
and local rules. The global 
behavior of the system emerges
from these local interactions, and
it is difficult to deduce properties
of the global system by studying
only the local properties of its
parts. Such systems do not use 
internal representations of global 
properties or goals; they are often
inspired by biological or 
sociological phenomena.

Autonomic Computing Project Repository and Events http://autonomiccomputing.org

SASO 2007

First IEEE International Conference on Self-Adaptive and Self-Organizing Systems
Boston, Mass., USA, July 9-11, 2007 

Goal: laying the foundations of a new principled approach to engineering systems … that are
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Autonomic Grid Applications

! Feasibility of automatic adaptation of 

" structured parallel programs : ASSIST 

! Currently being extended and generalized with 
the context of the Grid Component Model (GCM) 



M. Danelutto - Department of Computer Science - Univ. Pisa & Programming model Institute - CoreGRID
Feasibility of automatic adaptation of structured parallel programs - HPDC 15 - Paris, June 2006

ASSIST super components

• generic graph of components (pipeline as a subcase) & component task farm

• with managers (module, component and application manager);

• non functional part of the components, takes care of ensuring a 
performance contract

• user defined performance contract, best effort policy

• module manager (MAM)        ! parmods, 
component manager (CAM)  ! (composite) components, 
application managers (AM)    ! complete application

M. Danelutto - Department of Computer Science - Univ. Pisa & Programming model Institute - CoreGRID
Feasibility of automatic adaptation of structured parallel programs - HPDC 15 - Paris, June 2006

ASSIST manager hierarchy



M. Danelutto - Department of Computer Science - Univ. Pisa & Programming model Institute - CoreGRID
Feasibility of automatic adaptation of structured parallel programs - HPDC 15 - Paris, June 2006

ASSIST supercomponents hierarchy 

AMAM

farmfarm

CAMCAM

ff
f

f

f

CAMCAM

ff
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Fractal Composite components

Functional 
logic

Non-Functional logic at the composition level

Non-Functional logic Non-Functional logic

Delegated and 
Hierarchical 

composition of 
the non-

functional logic 
of the 

component

Self-similarity
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GCM components: towards autonomic 
composite services
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Complex process: 
discover, select 

services
Require 

collaboration with 
the middleware

GCM preliminary status: support for a wide panel of composition 
solutions (as static / dynamic / autonomic) looks feasible
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Self-managing applications on the Grid 
[AutoMate, M. Parashar @ Rutgers U.]

! Constraints from (large-scale) Grid (Global computing) environments and 
applications
" Dynamicity and failures
" Incomplete knowledge of the global system state

! Requirements  behind a self-management feature
" Static application requirements and system and application behaviours to be 

relaxed
" Behaviours of elements and applications to be sensitive to the dynamic state of 

the system and adapt to these changes at runtime
" Required common knowledge be expressed semantically rather than in terms of 

names, addresses and identifiers
" Core enabling middleware services be driven by such a semantic knowledge

! Solution defined in the AutoMate project
" Grid application: a set of self-managing components, driven by rules 
" Clear separation between functional, sensor/actuators, rules injection ports
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AutoMate

Composition is 
translated into 

interaction 
rules injected 

into CEs by the 
Composition 

Manager

These rules 
form the basis 

of a truly 
autonomic 

composition 
mechanism : 

Rudder (based 
on external 

agents, not the 
CEs)

ACCORD decouples interaction and coordination from 
computation, and let them be managed via rules
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Autonomic Composition of Services

! A concern in numerous research communities
" Grid computing
" Software and Services
" Networked Communications 
" …

! From static to dynamic, up to autonomic composition of 
services
" Keep the user view simple, so transfer the complexity to the 

composition engine, the middleware, the system…
! Flexible and late bindings (flexible aggregation)
! Resolution of interface mismatches
! Constraint-Satisfaction Problem, Genetic, service’s graph abstract-

concrete mapping, …, for service selection
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Next Generation Grids 
and Global Computing 
are also composed of 

large sets of 
heterogeneous and 

intermittently connected 
equipments

Services should drive the 
Grid … not the contrary: 

disappearing Grid

An evolutionary 
service architecture 

as defined in 
BIONETS could fulfill 
NGG’s requirements 
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One possible support for a Bionets
composed service 

1) The initial plan is parsed and initiate the creation of a composite service as a composite hierarchical 
component

2) Inner service cells and bindings are adapted to the Bionets service particularities: discovery of services and 
virtual bindings, including the fact that replies may come very late or even never (resilience to this can be 
tackled by ‘futures’)

+ genetic material

uture

uture
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ReQuest

ReQuest

ReQuest

Reply

Reply

ReQuest

ReQuest

ReQuest Reply

Reply

ReQuest

ReQuest

ReQuest

BIONETS Service Discovery, Execution, 
Evaluation, Evolution, Depreciation

Reward

mark

Fitness

Global behaviour:
comes from the 

large 
number of mobile 

devices
(statistical behavior)

Bio-inspired  (genetic, chemical, computing) evolution
But also socio-economic model,
evolutionary multi-players game theory, swarm intelligence

Bad reputation

Reply

Becomes 
deprecated, 

so either 
self-evolve 

or dies
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Bio-inspired (genetic) evolution
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Wrapping up

! We focused on application level services
" But component-oriented, structured approaches are also 

needed to support the environment, middleware, …
! Autonomic Application Servers (e.g. INRIA Jade tool for autonomic 

management of J2EE AS),
! Autonomic Workflow Engines (e.g. ETHZ extended JOpera)

" … for which structured autonomic elements, like software 
components, can be useful also

! Autonomic features at architecture & programming 
levels:
" a vertical concern, from high-level design down to 

middleware
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! Having Autonomic Composition of Services in the context of 
autonomic communications systems is very demanding
" Discovery space fully open, no support except locally on the device

! extreme degree of self-organization, self-optimization, self-management 

" Solutions could then be reused in more closed worlds (like in 
classical grid systems) 

! Software component models in distributed Grid computing
" structured, hierarchical and distributed grid components as the 

CoreGrid GCM, “How to program the GRID ?”
! Strong encapsulation, raising the level of abstraction
! clear separation between functional and non-functional concerns

" Strong support for autonomic behaviour support in SAC projects

Autonomicity in Communication systems

Autonomicity in Computing Grid systems

Autonomic composition Structured programming



Summary – Session on Autonomicity

What can Autonomic Computing and Communication

bring to GRID and Global Computing?

• New ways of thinking of systems

– Selfishness is a defining part of autonomic systems

• New ways of system desing

– Fractal programming model and self-similarity

• New ways of system self-design

–  System evolution by on-line genetical mechanisms


